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ABSTRACT 
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Introduction 
The career of Joan Crawford spanned almost half a century and included 
eighty-eight feature films. Over the course of this period, Crawford underwent 
several transformations, both in terms of her physical appearance and the types of 
roles she played. During the silent and early sound eras, she specialized in energetic 
flappers and hedonistic jazz babies, a short-skirted, convention-flouting Dancing 
Daughter, as the title of one of her early films referred to her. These It Girls were 
invariably the offspring of indulgent, deep-pocketed Wall Street barons, henpecked 
husbands whose only apparent narrative importance was the financing of their 
wayward wild child's varied extravagances. The colorful titles said (or sometimes 
screamed) it all: Our Modern Maidens (1928), Untamed (1929), This Modern Age 
(1931), Dancing Lady (1933). In these films, most of which were made for glitz 
merchants MGM, Crawford's characters were costumed in opulent attire designed 
by Adrian, who ultimately outfitted the actress for twenty-eight of her roles. He was 
but one of many studio technicians who contributed to the carefully cultivated 
Crawford persona, as makeup artist William Tuttle and still photographer George 
Hurrell also served as co-collaborators in the creation and maintenance of her 
famous face, with its outsized eyes and exquisite cheekbones. Crawford's sculpted, 
powdered, and lovingly lit visage was offered up as the ultimate in feminine beauty, 
a flawless goddess of the silver screen. Her desirability was reinforced by her 
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unavailability. As the actress was alleged to have said, "If you want to see the girl 
next door, go next door." Let audiences look to Deanna Durbin, Janet Gaynor, or 
Judy Garland for the wholesome and attainable; Crawford, though notofthe 
otherworldly orbit occupied by Garbo and Dietrich, still lived and loved in a land far 
from next door. 
With occasional exception, such as the grim, incomplete oddity The Unknown 
(1927), the films in which Crawford appeared during the first decade of her career 
were primarily simplistic, escapist trifles that, though effectively showcasing the 
actress's physical perfection and chic modernity, were bereft of genuine depth. Part 
of the problem was uninspired casting- playing opposite the bland and wilted likes 
of John Mack Brown and Robert Montgomery, second-rate leading men now largely 
(and justly) forgotten, Crawford rarely rose above either the slight material or the 
slighter co-stars, though, like all contract-bound performers ofthe time, she had 
little, if any, say in the matter. It was not until her fateful pairing (both on-screen 
and off) with Clark Gable in Dance, Fools, Dance (1931) that the actress was finally 
assigned an interesting love interest capable of generating genuine heat. The duo 
would appear in seven more films together during the next decade, with Frank 
Borzage's curious religious allegory Strange Cargo (1940) representing their final 
collaboration. 
Crawford's typical character was a highly-motivated working class woman or 
equally determined upper crust blue blood seeking to, respectively, improve or 
maintain her economic and societal station. This narrative format, in which 
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Crawford's character makes sacrifices, pursues and fends off suitors, and is 
ultimately either elevated to a financially privileged position (Possessed [1931 ], 
Grand Hotel [1932], Sadie McKee [1934], The Bride Wore Red [1937], Mannequin 
[1937], The Shining Hour [1938]), or, after a series of trials and tribulations, allowed 
to maintain one (Dance, Fools, Dance), proved wildly popular with a primarily 
female audience. Indeed, Crawford's infrequent deviations from this formula 
marked her least successful ventures of the decade, as such portrayals as prostitute 
Sadie Thompson in Rain (1932) and Presidential niece Peggy O'Neal in the period 
piece The Gorgeous Hussy (1936) -whose deceivingly colorful title belies its staid 
content -were heavily criticized by fans and later Crawford herself. 1 Clearly, though 
viewers could accept a nakedly ambitious factory girl who unabashedly trades sex 
for financial security, as Marion does in Possessed, they were uncomfortable with a 
woman who uses that same body strictly for cold hard cash, indifferent to the 
prestige and comfort that ostensibly come with it, as Sadie does in Rain.Though in 
both films, Crawford's character is a capitalist of sorts, utilizing a commodity for 
profit, Marion seeks a superior lifestyle, whereas Sadie is content entertaining 
drunken sailors in cheap rooms. The former is to be applauded, as rags-to-riches 
tales are deeply ingrained into the American collective consciousness, while the 
latter is rejected as immoral and distasteful by our equally American Puritanism. As 
1 In joan Crawford: The Essential Biography, Lawrence}. Quirk and William Schoell 
write, "Joan practically disavowed The Gorgeous Hussy in later years, feeling that she 
was completely miscast ... " (Quirk, Schoell, p. 80.), while Crawford, quoted by Donald 
Spoto in Possessed: The Life of joan Crawford, dismisses her performance in Rain as 
"simply awful". (Spoto, p. 97.) 
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Sadie has no clearly expressed ambition or a desire for material possessions, her 
aggressive carnality is all the more distressing, as it points to a purely physical 
enjoyment of sex, which for women, even during the permissive pre-Code era, was 
an attitude generally frowned upon, at least publicly. 
The second, most artistically .fruitful phase of Crawford's career, and the one 
upon which much of her modern day reputation rests, began with 1945's Mildred 
Pierce. Moving from the sleek, soft-focus glamour of MGM to their grittier, harder-
hitting rivals at Warner Brothers seemed to revitalize the actress, as she would 
appear in a strong string of films for the studio, including Possessed (194 7) and The 
Damned Don't Cry (1950), while also submitting superb work in noirs for Fox (Daisy 
Kenyon [1947]) and RKO (Sudden Fear [1954]). The Crawford heroine during this 
era, like her earlier incarnation, is usually a headstrong, resourceful type, though 
now fortified with a harder edge. In Humoresque (1946), Flamingo Road (1949) and 
The Damned Don't Cry it is she, not the male, who aggressively initiates a physical 
relationship. In her previous films, though she certainly offered up an air of sexual 
sophistication, there was a softer, more feminine tone to her persona, a side which 
by the mid-1940's had all but disappeared. Now more masculine in both appearance 
and behavior, with Adrian's glamorous gowns replaced with a more business-like, 
though still form-fitting wardrobe, the young, romantic shopgirl or socialite had 
matured into a grimly pragmatic, sexually assertive businesswoman. In both stages, 
the characters she specialized in were initially unsatisfied with their lower- or 
middle-class surroundings, and strove to dim b the rungs of society's ladder, one 
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man at a time. The difference was that, in the earlier period, the transformation was 
from clerk or party girl to well-heeled wife, whereas in the later films, the 
protagonist would graduate from frustrated housewife to establishment 
proprietress (Mildred Pierce] or gangster's moll (The Damned Don't Cry). 
Love triangles, a narrative signature of the MGM era, would also be evident in 
this second period, though the relationships would be far more complex (Daisy 
Kenyon], and deadly (Possessed, Sudden Fear, This Woman is Dangerous [1952], 
johnny Guitar [1954]). Comedies, which Crawford had appeared in, with varying 
success, throughout the 1930's and early 1940's, would be abandoned altogether; a 
prudent move, as the actress had never appeared completely comfortable in light 
fare, with the exception of her deliciously wicked work in The Women (1939). 
Indeed, the films that rank among her weakest at MGM -Montana Moon (1930), 
Forsaking All Others(1934), No More Ladies (1935), Love on the Run (1936), Susan 
and God (1940) -are, perhaps not coincidentally, all comedies. The relaxed 
nonchalance necessary for witty and urbane fare such as the confections concocted 
by Ernst Lubitsch and the zany madcap energy required for screwball comedies like 
those directed by Howard Hawks were both abilities that Crawford did not possess. 
Nevertheless, especially in the mid-period films, there is a wry, sardonic 
undercurrent of humor that the actress was able to effectively convey. This isn't 
surprising, as her characters frequently find themselves at the mercy ofthe often-
inexplicable whims of their foolish or hot-heated love interests. In such situations, 
and when confronted with the relative powerlessness (save that old standby, sex) 
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faced by the ambitious female in a patriarchal society, amused bemusement is often 
the only available recourse. 
After Whatever Happened to Baby ]ane?(1962), which, once one looks past its 
veneer of vicarious vulgarity, still possesses the power to both move and haunt the 
viewer, the remainder of Crawford's career was devoted to low-budget, 
unimaginative genre filler like Strait-jacket (1964) and I Saw What You Did (1965), 
both directed by drive-in huckster William Castle, and the British Berserk(1967), in 
which the then 61-year-old actress, like an aging athlete who plays past his prime, 
strutted unconvincingly and unbecomingly in skin-baring outfits similar to the ones 
she wore in her last film set in a blood-soaked carnival, The Unknown, some forty 
years prior. Finally, and regrettably, there was Trog(1970), in which cavemen battle 
dinosaurs, in footage recycled from another film. Even under these direst of 
circumstances, Crawford is still the stalwart professional, though, by this point, as 
much of a relic as the titular troglodyte. In many ways, the character she played in 
Trag, Dr. Brockton, was consistent with those that she had portrayed for most of her 
career: an authoritative, self-reliant and dynamic woman stubbornly attempting to 
pursue a difficult, though personally rewarding path, ignoring or dismissing the 
ineffectual protestations of the men around her. 
Crawford generally refused to appear unattractive on-screen, though she had 
no such trepidation about appearing unlikable, at least in her post-MGM work. This 
created a fascinating duology in her on-screen persona, as the physical and sartorial 
perfection of her appearance, set against the frequently detached or icy demeanor of 
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her personality, led to a friction that imbued the best of her work, from The 
Unknown to johnny Guitar, with a sense of, and appreciation for, the contradictory 
and the complex. 
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I Live My Life: The Formative Years (1906- 1925) 
The woman who would become Joan Crawford was born Lucille Fay La 
Sueur, in San Antonio, Texas on March 23rd, 1906. Neither the birth name nor the 
year would last very long, as the former would be changed as the result of an MGM 
write-in contest in 1925 2, and the latter quietly adjusted to 1908 by the actress 
herself early in her career. Lucille's childhood was a somewhat nomadic one, as 
Billie (the nickname bestowed upon her by stepfather Henry Cassin was one she 
answered to through her teens) moved several times, from San Antonio to Lawton, 
Oklahoma to Kansas City, before finally making her way to New York City in 1924. 
Billie was accompanied on these early small-town stops by her mother Anna and 
older brother Hal. The family was poor, and Anna had a string of unsuccessful beaus. 
Her mother worked for various laundry services, and the young Billie was soon 
engaged in drudgework herself- first to pay for her tuition at St. Agnes Academy in 
Kansas City, where she cleaned dorm rooms and served the students their meals, 
and then in a similar but direr situation at Rockingham Academy, where she was, 
according to Billie, the only working student, toiling for a cruel and physically 
abusive headmistress. The conditions were so unpleasant that Billie left 
Rockingham, with only a 5th grade education to show for her troubles, and was soon 
2 As several respondents suggested Joan Crawford, the earliest submitter received 
the $500 prize. 
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sweating alongside her mother in the laundry. 
By 1922, sixteen-year-old Billie had had her fill of washing and ironing, and 
turned herself into a champion dancer, winning numerous Charleston and jitterbug 
contests. Handsome Hal, already a full-blown alcoholic, refused to work, and was 
spared the menial indignities that Billie suffered, supported by his doting mother 
and resentful sister. Crawford would continue to provide financially for the free-
spending duo throughout their troubled lives, even finagling Hal a tryout at Metro, 
of which only an uncredited walk-on was the result. Hal drank and drugged his way 
through two failed marriages before dying of a ruptured appendix in 1963, at age 
fifty-nine. Anna's passing was in 1958, as the result of several strokes. 
In early 1924, Lucille, as she was now known, moved to first Chicago, where 
she suffered as a stripper in seedy clubs for several days, and then to Detroit, where 
the freckled teenage redhead found herself in tonier digs, a first-row chorus girl at 
the Oriole Terrace. There she caught the eye of Broadway big-wheel J.J. Shubert, 
who quickly shipped her off to New York and the Winter Garden Theater, where she 
would make her debut in Innocent Eyes, which opened on May 20, 1924 and ran for 
eighteen weeks. Lucille, merely a member of the chorus, next appeared in The 
Passing Show of1924, a musical revue scouted by Metro producer Harry Rapf. Rapf, 
who spent his nights on Broadway looking for potential big-screen prospects for 
Metro's ever-expanding stable, asked several girls from the show to give screen 
tests in Manhattan. Among them was the apathetic Lucille, who received an 
unexpected Christmas gift that year- a contract with MGM, starting at seventy-five 
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dollars a week. On Saturday, January 3rct, 1925, nineteen-year old Lucille La Sueur, 
soon to be known to the entire world as Joan Crawford, climbed off a train in Culver 
City California, armed with two pairs of dancing shoes. 
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Laughing Sinner: 1927-1932 
The last decade of Joan Crawford's career was devoted almost entirely to 
horrorpictures, her filmography filled with low-budget shockers like Strait-
jacket(1964), I Saw What You Did(1965),Berserk(1967), and, most infamously, the 
desultory Trog(1970) - an inept howler about a murderous missing link that proved 
to be her final feature. However, prior to the 1960's, the actress had only appeared 
in one such work, opposite Lon Chaney in Tod Browning's The Unknown (1927). 
Browning, whose early roots were in the carnival and who would return to its 
surreal and apparently deadly environment repeatedly, most famously in Freaks 
(1932), cast Crawford in one of her earliest starring roles, as Nan on Zanzi, the 
scantily-clad young assistant to Chaney's knife-throwing circus performer, Alonzo 
the Armless. Her figure and face smoothed and streamlined by the sculptors and 
technicians at MGM, the crooked teeth and baby fat that had been evident in The 
Boob and Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (both 1926) vanishing with a touch (or several) of 
the studio's magic wand, Crawford struts confidently through the truncated 
picture.3 
Despite submitting a nicely nuanced performance in a relatively complex 
role,Crawford is, perhapsinevitably, overshadowed by the intense and mesmerizing 
Chaney, whose Alonzo is both tragic and terrifying.The bizarre and gruesome plot 
3 The surviving print runs fifty minutes, and is missing several sequences. 
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documents Alonzo's obsessive, unrequited love for Nanon, who is repulsed by men's 
hands-" All my life men have tried to put their beastly hands on me ... to paw over 
me" -and thus does not feel threatened by the apparently crippled Alonzo.At first, 
one sympathizes with the seemingly sweet and sensitive Alonzo, who clearly cares 
deeply for the psychologically bruised Nanon.Then, in a scene that still shocks, Cojo 
(John George), Alonzo's diminutive partner in crime- scenes in which the duo 
robbed banks were deleted from the final print- unlaces the straight jacket hidden 
under Alonzo's shirt, and, in what Chaney biographer Michael Blake refers to as a 
"double whammy" on the film's DVD commentary, exposes not only Alonzo's arms, 
but the dual thumbs on one of his hands. This startling double revelation occurs at 
about the thirteen-minute mark of the film, giving Alonzo's subsequent scene with 
Nanon an unsettling tone, as the audience is now in possession of crucial 
information that Nanon is not. She embraces Alonzo in a moment of platonic 
warmth, blissfully unaware of the arms bound behind him. His face melts into a 
mask of rapturous ecstasy at her touch, and, after Nanon leaves, he cries out joyfully, 
"She kissed me!"although it was more of an affectionate peck on the cheek. 
Alonzo, in a crazed epiphany, decides to cut off his arms for real in order to 
win Nanon, blackmailing a doctor with a vague reference to "Algiers, 20 years ago" 
to undertake the risky surgery.While Alonzo recuperates, Nanon slowly gets over 
her hand phobia, eventually reciprocating the feelings of Malabar the Mighty 
(Norman Kerry), the barrel-chested strong man. The climax of the film, in which 
Alonzo attempts to murder Malabar by causing one of his strength demonstrations 
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to go awry, is textbook Browning, with its leering emphasis on cruelty and violence. 
The scene features the memorable image of a half-naked Nanon feverishly whipping 
two horses in an almost sadomasochistic display, unaware of her beau's agonized 
writhing below. One of the horses breaks free and tramples Alonzo, as he rescues 
Nanon from the same fate in a final act of redemption.4 
While Alonzo is the flashier part, the character of Nanon is an extremely 
intriguing one, with her only partially explained phobias and repressed sexual hang-
ups. She is first seen under the big top, sashaying towards the wheeled, wooden 
apparatus on which she will perform her act with Alonzo.Costumed in exotic gypsy 
garb and surveying the crowd with defiance and haughty contempt, Nanon is 
presented as an Old-World siren, a foreign femme fatale. Although her hatred of 
male hands is soon revealed as all encompassing, she takes her father's with a smile, 
as the ringmaster helps her onto the platform.As their familial relationship 
presumably precludes any possibility of libidinal activity, the gesture is accepted 
easily and in-stride. The practiced movements of father and daughter here are 
clearly ones that have been rehearsed many times, and the repetition of ritual may 
also account for Nanon's lack of wariness with regard to her father's physical 
contact.However, the corpulent, leering Nick De Ruiz, as Antonio Zanzi, brings a 
distinctly unsavory air to his character, giving his sequences with Crawford an 
4This sensational (istic) conclusion is marred by a tacked-on ending depicting 
Nanon and Malabar embracing, replete with mawkish mewling from the latter and a 
final, punctuationally peculiar inter-title: "So for Alonzo there was an end to Hate 
called Death ... and for Nanon, an end to Hate ... called Love." 
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unsettling sexual undercurrent. He gestures lasciviously towards the nubile young 
girl, who parades around with jutting jaw, as if daring male members of both the 
circus and film audiences to return her unblinking, insolent glare. Alonzo gazes 
appreciatively at Nanon under the watchful eye of smirking sidekick Cojo, the latter 
clad in the costume of The Devil, replete with pitchfork and horns. Nanon either 
doesn't notice the longing looks sent her way by Alonzo or assumes they are merely 
part of the overall act. 
As the film is set almost exclusively at the carnival, where performance is 
paramount, the true thoughts of both Alonzo and Nanon are buriedunder layers of 
broad caricature and showbiz razzle-dazzle. Alonzo pretends that his motives for 
assisting Nanon are altruistic, painting himself as an adoring, asexual best friend, 
while Nanon hides her distaste for the male species by transforming it into a general 
air of arrogant superiority. Thisyouthful boldness andperformative projection of an 
untouchable, privileged beauty are undermined by Nanon's private, lovesick 
longings, in which she confesses her feelings of attraction towards Malabar to 
Alonzo, who in response pretends to be a helpful matchmaker, only to secretly 
sabotage Malabar's wooing. 
Alonzo is seemingly emasculated by his professed disinterest in Nanon and 
his apparently missing limbs, but, as both desexualizing elements of his character 
turn out to be very false indeed, he presents a contradictory, two-faced (or two-
bodied) character to the audience of both the circus and The Unknown. Similarly, 
Nanon is both cold-hearted man-hater and libidinally aroused, wide-eyed romantic. 
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Rather than the former being an entirely false persona intended to mask the latter, it 
would seem that both elements of her character exist simultaneously and in direct 
opposition to one another, a personality clash that is rather unconvincingly resolved 
at the film's climax. 
Nanon'sinternal struggle between fear and desire is first depicted in dual 
(and dueling) reaction shots, as she watches Malabar lift a massive set of barbells 
above his head. The impressiveness of Kerry's muscular, exposed chest is 
underlined by the approving once-over given it by a tawdry-looking, cheaply 
painted woman in the audience, whose damp gaze is contrasted with Nanon's initial 
response, which is cheerfully appreciative, if lacking the other woman's 
obviousardor.As Malabar balances a steel bar on his shoulders, Crawford's visage 
transforms from one of genuine interest to that of barely-concealed disgust . 
Whereas at the start of Malabar's act, before his hands were employed, she had 
looked up with a toothy smile, she now narrows her eyes and tightens her mouth, 
her head no longer tilted at an adoring angle but rather stiffly straight. Her overall 
posture has slightly shifted as well. Whereas in the initial reaction shot, Crawford 
had appeared relaxed, leaning forward slightly with an inquisitive, curious manner, 
she has now drawn herself up, as if infused with proper Victorian pique,arms 
angrily gripping her hips. Crawford's mouth, previously stretched into an inviting 
grin, her upper teeth exposed, has shrunken to a tiny, disapproving dot, eyes glaring 
with anger.Crawford could have played the scene for broad, wide-eyed revulsion, 
reacting with obvious horror. Instead, she effectively underplays the moment, 
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presenting Malabar's preening as offensive and improper, as opposed to ter rifying 
and threatening.As the strongman bends the steel around his neck, Nanon continues 
to glare at him, before finally turning away in a huff and stalking off to her trailer. 
5Crawford performs this final action with exaggerated, theatrical flair, as if Nanon, 
ashamed of her initial attraction to Malabar, hasattempted to eradicate it with an 
excessively forceful departure. With this dramatic, dismissive gesture, she is 
attempting to wake herself from an erotic reverie, scrubbing her thoughts clean 
with an emphatic turn of the heel. If part of her performance had been for Malabar's 
benefit, it is a bit of business that goes unnoticed, as he is unaware of her departure, 
occupied with the audience's applause. 
Nanon's past is never explicitly explained, with various veiled references to 
overanxious prior suitors serving as the only motivation for her deep-rooted and 
fanatical hatred of men and their hands. It is also unclear whether any physical 
activity has in fact occurred. Nanon's despairing comment, "All my life men have 
tried to put their beastly hands on me", is notable for its use of the word tried, 
leaving open the possibility that their efforts were in vain. Still, it is easy to imagine 
a scenario not dissimilar to the one depicted at the opening of Baby Face (1933), in 
which Barbara Stanwyck's teenage waitress is passed around like a pitcher of beer 
5 The sequence that follows features what may be an extremely early use of the 
jump cut, although, since Blake mentions that several frames are missing from the 
print, this scene may be merely incomplete. We see Nanon in her trailer, 
gesticulating wildly and shouting "Hands! Men's hands! How I hate them!" At first 
we assume she is merely ranting to herself, but then we are shown a reaction shot of 
Chaney, and the camera is clearly in his trailer now. 
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among the customers of the rowdy bar owned by her father, who is in effect her 
pimp. As Nanon's father is shown to be a thoroughly repugnant character, a braying 
bully, a comparable role would not be entirely out of the question. 
Nanon is an enigmatic and contradictory character, a curious mixture of 
vamp and innocent. Her sexual history is either extensive- "All my life" - or non-
existent- "men have been trying". From her vague allusions to an unhappy past, it 
is impossible to be sure if she has fought men off, or submitted to their carnal 
desires.Perhaps it has been a bit of both. She dresses in skimpy, skin-baring outfits 
and presents a fa<;ade of sexual self-assurance to the midway crowd, offering up an 
image of experienced womanhood for their eager consumption. Her status as a 
carnal object is underlined by her act with Alonzo, in which he fires a gun at her 
with his feet, each bullet freeing an article of clothing, until she is left wearing only 
short shorts and a halter top. Alonzo's long, phallic weapon, which he aims at her 
half-naked, captive body, is an obvious stand-in for his own (first repressed, then 
destroyed) stunted sexuality, as a handless man, despite his otherwise fully-
functional physique, is incapable of holding or caressing another. 
In private, Nanon transforms from a confident, crowd-pleasing flirt into a 
confused child, her hands fidgeting with the material of her dressas her wet eyes 
gaze balefully at the shiny cross given prominent position in her trailer. Addressing 
the object, and by extension perhaps a higher power, she plaintively asks, "Why isn't 
he different from other men! Why doesn't he keep his hands off me?" Nanon is both 
attracted to and repulsed by Malabar's overt physicality, first openly ogling his 
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muscular form, then, a moment later, stomping away indistaste. Malabar is 
ultimately successful in his seduction because he wisely woos her with a minimum 
of physical contact, instead bringing her flowers and professing his undying love. 
Indeed, it is an accidental interaction that leads to Nanon's final dismissal of her 
hand (and man) phobia- she stumbles on a set of stairs and Malabar catches her. 
In film, a femme fatale is usually depicted as a woman who intentionally 
manipulates and misleads a man, leading him down a path of ruin and destruction. 
In The Unknown, Alonzo's obsession with Nanon, though it is a possessive and 
unhealthy one, is nonetheless driven by a physical desire that is barely under his 
control. He loses all sense of logic and morality in his pursuit of her, much in the 
same manner as many a hapless noir protagonist. The difference here is that Nanon 
is somehow completely unaware of her effect upon Alonzo, oblivious to the 
paroxysms of pleasure that wash over his face at her briefest touch. Yet, how can 
this be? As has been extensively established, she has been fending offending men off 
for much of her life, and has developed a fanatical phobia that is as manic and 
bizarre as Alonzo's fixation. As a result, she of all people should be aware of the 
symptoms of attraction, hands or no hands.Nanon is that rarest of all femme fatales, 
the unwitting one, rarefied air that she shares with Angela Phinley (Marilyn 
Monroe) in The Asphalt jungle (1950), a sweet-hearted if full-figured innocent who 
nevertheless drives Louis Calhern to crime and punishment with her expensive 
appetites. 
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Crawford manages to turn what could have been an exasperating, ridiculous 
character into onewhose psychological issues engender audience sympathy, not 
irritation. She convinces as the strutting, smirking on-stage seducer precisely 
because she is able to establish a genuine vulnerability in her quieter moments out 
of the big-top spotlight, where her romantic (and presumably physical)yearnings for 
Malabar battle her deeply entrenched distaste for the male species. In Acting in the 
Cinema, James Naramore describes the opening sequence of True Heart Susie 
(1919), in which seemingly contradictory shots of Lillian Gish are offered up as two 
sides of the same character: " ... the two images of Gish indicate a polar opposition 
that she keeps in balance throughout the film. Her performance ranges between 
innocence and experience, between stereotypical girlishness and wry, sophisticated 
maturity ... " Crawford is able to convey a similar duality in The Unknown, andthe 
internal conflict between the two warring aspects of her persona is convincingly 
conveyed through her performance. For an actress who was just twenty-one and 
appearing in only her second starring role6, Crawford shows a remarkable 
command of and comfort level with her body, as she fluidly moves from cynical 
swagger to tentative timidity, often within the same scene. We believe her as both 
practicedseducer and earnest romantic, even if the former is primarily an act Nanon 
puts on for the carnival crowds, and the latter entirely an act Crawford puts on for 
us. 
By the time of 1931's Dance, Fools, Dance, Crawford had become a major 
6 Her first had been The Taxi Dancer, released four months before The Unknown. 
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star7, playing a succession of flappers and socialites in such frothy morality tales as 
Our Dancing Daughters (1928) and Our Modern Maidens (1929), while showing a 
more serious side in the downbeat Paid (1930), in which she played a wrongly 
convicted shop clerk who joins up with a group of criminals upon her release. 8 
Reading the theater marquee, audiences of the time could have assumed that Dance, 
Fools, Dance was cut from the same escapist cloth as her alliteration-heavy silent 
larks, but the deceptively cheerful title9 belies its tough, violent Pre-Code content. 
Dance, directed by journeyman Harry Beaumont, who helmed four other Crawford 
films,is also notable for being the first of her eight on-screen pairings with Clark 
Gable, then a struggling supporting actor. During this decade, Crawford was 
frequently saddled with the limp likes of Robert Montgomery and second husband 
Franchot Tone, but her passionate pairings with the magnetic Gable, with whom she 
had a lengthy affair, are fueled by the flames she was unable to ignite with lesser 
leading men. 
The opening scenes of Dancewould seem to mark it as simply more of the 
'Well-heeled Hellion'material that had brought Crawford to prominence during the 
7 Unlike many of her contemporaries, Crawford's transition from silent to sound 
films was a smooth one, as she possessed a voice both sonorous and sultry. 
8 Although Crawford is frequently assumed to have played similar shop girl 
characters throughout the decade, she actually only appeared in three such roles, 
Our Blushing Brides (1930), Mannequin (1938) and The Women (1939). Paid opens 
with her trial, and thus has no sequences set in her place of previous employment. 
9 The 'fools' of the title actually refers to those who risk their fortunes on the stock 
market. A character who has been wiped out by the 1929 crash remarks, "I have to 
pay for my folly with the rest of the fools." 
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late 1920's, as, following a credit sequence in which jaunty jazz accompanies the 
graceful gliding of an upper-crust crowd, Bonnie Jordan (Crawford) and her society 
swells strip down to their underwear and dive off a yacht, with much shrieking and 
splashing ensuing. Bonnie is a restless thrill-seeker, her first words of the film, "If 
something doesn't happen pretty soon, I'll die", summarizing her irreverent 
approach to a privileged life. Her father, first seen chomping a cigar, swilling 
champagne and playing cards with other tuxedoed captains of industry, confidently 
crows, "Here I am .... sitting on top of the world!" Of course, he soon drops dead on 
the floor of the stockmarket, leaving Bonnie and her indolent playboy brother 
Rodney (William Bakewell) penniless. Bonnie, although distraught, takes the news 
in stride, telling boyfriend Bob Townsend (Lester Vail) with an only slightly sad 
laugh, "Nothing left but my reputation." Townsend offers to marry her, but she 
chuckles good-naturedly at his unromantic, self-consciously noble gesture, and 
dismisses him with what she intends to be a firm assertion of her own 
independence: "I like my freedom just as much as you do, Bob, and I intend to keep 
it." The frank finality of her statement is undermined by her wavering tone and 
forced smile, but the relieved Bob is oblivious to the unconvincing delivery, 
responding with the breezy admittance, "I hadn't exactly figured on walking down 
the aisle ... ". 
Bonnie's suggestion of work for both her and her brother is met with 
dismissive derision by the lazy lush, who condescendingly suggests that she open a 
beauty parlor or try modeling. "You? What could you do? Open up a tea shop?" he 
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sneers, pronouncing the last word with a mocking 'e' on the end. He is openly 
incredulous that she would even dream of gainful employment that wasn't tied 
directly to her looks, echoing an earlier suggestion bya family friend that the only 
viable solution to her situation would be marriage: "You're young, my dear, and very 
pretty. Surely, there's some nice young man who (would marry you)." Bonnie, 
however, is having none of it, announcing, 'Tm going out and getting a man-sized 
job." She tries to comfort her boozing brother, embracing him and vowing loving 
loyalty, but he shrugs her off with a brusque, "Let's not get emotional about it", his 
rejection of her prefiguring that of daughter Veda in Mildred Pferce(1945), who shies 
away from her mother's embrace with an icy, "Let's not be sticky about it." 
The man-sized job turns out to be at a newspaper, a setting cleverly 
introduced by a camera pan across a series of clattering typewriters, each one typing 
out a different story- fire, minor domestic dustup at a bridge game, gangland 
activity, and poultry show. This final report, the least important of the four, is typed 
out hesitantly and with grammatical errors, unlike the rapid delivery and flawless 
form of the previous three. The byline of this silly story belongs to Bonnie, and we 
watch her boss, after examining the article, out of her earshotorder it cut down to 
fifty words and placed in the Home and Garden section.Despite Bonnie'srejectionof 
the sexist suggestions of both brother and family friend to use her body to acquire 
financial security, seeking out employment in a male-dominated environment (her 
only two female co-workers are glimpsed briefly and blurrily in the deep 
background of a single shot), she is given a lightweight story which is severely 
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edited and relegated to a minor section of the paper, and two wisecracking 
reporters, eyeing the fetchingly, if conservatively, dressed Bonnie, speculate as to 
the reasons behind her hiring. "Friend of the managing editor. He's giving her a try", 
says one. "What for?" retorts the other man with a wolfish grin. "To rest his eyes?" 
Rodney, now working for mob heavy Jake Luva (Gable), mistakenly reveals 
caper details to one of Bonnie's undercover co-workers, and is forced at gunpoint to 
kill the man. Bonnie, who had been friendly with the reporter, is drafted by the 
paper to dance, under an assumed identity, at Luva's nightclub. Her boss' 
instructions -"Use any weapon you've got, only get to know this man, and know him 
well" - make it quite clear that she should not be above using sex to crack the case. 
Although ostensibly hired by the newspaper for her intellectual abilities and not her 
physical attributes, Bonnie quickly finds herself forced to rely on her body more 
than her brains, an approach she had earlier rejected. In A Woman's View, author 
Jeanine Basinger asserts that, for many female film characters ofthe period, "deceit 
(is) their only weapon", though sex would certainly qualify as a second device at 
their disposal. In her dealings with Luva, Bonnie must employ both. She pretends to 
be, in the words of her editor, "a cheap moll", shimmying in a shimmering dress, a 
come-hither look affixed to her face. She quickly catches the attention of the 
glowering Gable, who cuts an imposing figure in his dark suit. Earlier, Luva's hard-
boiled credentials were established by a scene in which he coolly blew smoke in a 
girl's face by way of greeting. When he leans in towards Bonnie for a kiss, she 
unwittingly echoes his earlier gesture by exhaling her own cigarette in his direction, 
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though he seems to enjoy her sass, remarking admiringly, "Gee, you're a cute kid." 
The chemistry between Gable and Crawford in this sequence is electric, as 
their genuine attraction is readily apparent. In his biography of Crawford, Possessed, 
Donald Spoto even suggests that Gable was so smitten that he included a bit of 
unscripted physical contact: " ... Gable bluntly draws Crawford toward him, hip-to-
hip, groin-to-groin. She was obviously not expecting that bold sexual advance, for 
she tries to conceal a grin of surprise and mild shock- and glances toward the 
director and cameraman, expecting to hear "Cut!" But the film kept rolling." (Spoto, 
79.) Although the moment does not seem as blatant when viewed in the context of 
the film, it is clear that the duo's feelings for one another extended beyond their 
characters. As Luva repeatedly attempts to win a kiss from Bonnie, she bobs and 
weaves like a champion fighter, but Crawford's eyes betray her, as she hungrily runs 
them over Gable. 
Former beau Bob, sitting at the next table, eyes the duo angrily, and 
confronts Bonnie backstage. His offer of work in a swankier (and Luba-free) 
nightclub is met with the samedefiant dismissal as his earlier proposal of 
marriage.She sadly summarizes his view of her as merely "a cheap little dancer in a 
nightclub", her description not dissimilar to the "cheap moll" label offered up by her 
editor. The editor had been referring to the alternate identity cooked up by the 
newspaper, that of Mary Smith, a "tough girl from Illinois."Reporter Bonnie, who 
dresses sensibly (even donning an apron at one point), takes the trolley, and banters 
believably with the boys in the newsroom, would seem to be the mirror opposite of 
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Mary, a skin-flashing floozy who thinks nothing of sleeping with a mob boss minutes 
after meeting him. However, socialite Bonnie, the pleasure-pursuing wild child of 
the film's opening scenes, who impatiently urges a suitor, "get the party going, will 
you?", and unhesitatingly pulls off her dress for a bit of impromptu skinny dipping, 
prompting her mortified father to remark, "Sometimes I'm sorry you're too old to 
spank!", is clearly a kissing cousin to the fictitious Mary. 
Bob had been attracted to Bonnie during her initial, freewheeling incarnation 
butdisappears from the narrative almost entirely while she is in straight-laced 
reporter mode, save for a brief meeting with Rodney in which he buys some bootleg 
scotch and inquiries about Bonnie's status, only to be told by her brother that she's 
"off the gang ... Bonnie's got a lot of pride." It is only once he sees her as Mary, 
nuzzling with Luba and dressed in a glittering gown, that he tries to rekindle their 
relationship. Even at this juncture, however, his feelings are possessive, not 
romantic, and his attempt to kiss her is a rough and controlling gesture. His 
objections to Luba do not seem to stem from any worry over the potential danger 
Bonnie is placing herself in, but are simply selfish jealousy. 
This confrontational sequence between Bob and Bonnie is an intriguing and 
complex one, possessing as it does multiple levels of performance and role-
playing.Bob is initially suspicious of Bonnie's entire situation: "What's this all 
about?", he demands fiercely. Bonnie, relaxed and confident, dismisses his huffy 
request for an explanation, turning to powder her nose while gazing into her vanity 
mirror, projecting a studious indifference. In response to his protestations that she 
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should have kept him updated on her activities, she spins around and throws the 
question back in his face, asking him what help he could have possibly provided. 
Taken aback by her directness, he can only stutter in response, and, cutting his 
stammered mumbling off, she retorts, "That's just what I thought." When he turns to 
fetch her coat, a close-up on Crawford reveals her conflicting emotions. Her face, 
which had previously possessed a knowing, self-assuredexpression, is now plagued 
by uncertainty. Her lips, pursed sardonically, now open slightly, revealing both her 
front teeth and her vulnerability. Her eyes widen as she watches Bob, and flash 
briefly with repressed emotion. Bonnie allows herself this fleeting instantof candid 
doubt before reorganizing her face into its previous mask of cynical imperviousness. 
By the time Bob turns around with her wrap, the moment has passed. He tries to 
kiss her brusquely, a cruel sneer twisting his face, and Bonnie pushes him away with 
eyes blazing. Once again, Bonnie's veneer crackswhen relieved of Bob's accusatory 
stare - this time it is she who turns away, momentarily unsure of herself, before 
recovering and informing him, "I can still pick my own man." She allows herself one 
final plaintivegaze at her former lover before reverting back to Mary mode, grandly 
proclaiming, "I've a heavy date tonight. I'm hitting the pace now, and I like it!" as she 
exits the dressing room. Bob can only silently stretch out his armin a useless 
response, and the scene ends. 
In her conversation with Bob, Bonnie seems to be playing the part of Mary, 
the callous party girl, and her resentful responses to his questions are delivered in a 
more showy, stagey tone than Crawford uses for most of her scenes as Bonnie. 
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However, her criticisms of Bob are all valid- he is more concerned with propriety 
than romance, and he has proven to be an unhelpful, powerless presence. Only by 
assuming the guise of Mary is Bonnie able to speak this freely to Bob, and even then 
it proves to be a difficult act: every time they break eye contact she breaks 
character. The close-ups on Bonnie's hidden face, which reveal its flickers of self-
doubt,are meant to make lies out of her withering dismissals of Bob, but the film 
presents his actions asworthy of such disapproval. One of Basinger's rules of 
behavior for women's films is, "A woman will need to lie in order to survive." As 
Mary, Bonnie lies to Jake. At first glance, Bonnie, also in the guise of Mary, would 
appear to be lying to Bob. On the other hand, each of her accusations rings true, 
transforming a misleading performance into an honest appraisal. Though she 
survives by lying to others, she ultimately lies most convincingly to herself, 
certainthat Mary spoke those condemnations, not her. 
Luba discovers that his would-be mistress is an undercover reporter, and 
during a climactic gun battle, both he and Rodney are killed. Bonnie stoically calls in 
the story, and then inexplicably quits her newspaper job, with only a weak "I just 
feel like I want to get away from everything" serving as explanation.An apologetic 
Bob, reading her article, appears at the paper and, this time, she accepts his proposal 
of marriage. Although Bonnie had proved her mettlein the workplace, transforming 
herself from tentative typist into adept reporter, she ultimately abandons her 
promising career in order to marry. In an earlier sequence, she asserted her 
independence by informing Bob, "I believe in trying love out", but her only response 
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to his second marriage proposal is a passive, flat, "Kiss me, Bob." As Basinger 
observes, "It seems ironic that films about women, aimed at women, starring 
women, show the pain to be found in the marriage trap and the luxuries to be found 
in careers, yet still ask viewers to accept marriage as the ultimate reward available 
to a strong woman." (Basinger, p. 340). Though Bob and Bonnie's subsequent 
marriage is not depicted, based upon Bob's behavior for much of the film, it is easy 
to imagine the "pain to be found" in their union. Bonnie had shown herself to be a 
proactive, assertive woman who successfully navigated the male-dominated world 
of the newspaper, garnering respect from her co-workers (several of whom stand 
and remove their hats when she walks through the office for the final time) as well 
as supporting herself financially, without having to trade on her looks and body. 
Despite all of this, she abruptly quits her job and, with only a brief hesitation, agrees 
to marry the judgmental, jealous Bob. The timing is quite convenient, and spares 
Bob having to request/demand that Bonnie give up her career for him. "The conflict 
between work and love" that Basinger discusses is handily eliminated by Bonnie's 
vaguely expressed decision to "get away". 
As Spoto points out, the character of Rodney, an idle, boozing pleasure-
seeker who depends on his sister to support and care for him, is a virtual stand-in 
for Crawford's own brother, Hal. Crawford herself contributed to the script, adding 
several autobiographical touches. She would draw on her personal life repeatedly in 
her work, inserting references to hardscrabble childhoods, laundry work, 
andungrateful, sponging relatives in This Modern Age(1931), Mannequin(1937),The 
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Shining Hour(1938)and others. Spoto offers up a scathing quote from Crawford 
regarding Anna and Hal that reveals the depths of her long-standing animosity 
towards both, as it was made several years after his passing: "Hal was a parasite and 
a drunk, and he made my life miserable. For over thirty years, I supported those two 
freeloaders, and I can count on one hand the number of times they said 'Thank You.' 
.. .1 supported that son of a bitch until he died." (Spoto, p. 60.) 
Author Peter Cowie, in joan Crawford: The Enduring Star, notes that Crawford 
"would (always) look upon Rain as an aberration, and critics both ancient and 
modern have agreed, with gusto." (Cowie, p. 82.) Though the role of prostitute Sadie 
Thompson is and was a major departure for the actress, her first and only portrayal 
of a working girl, it is nevertheless one of her most memorableroles of that era, and 
thecontemptuous self-criticisms quoted by Spoto are completely unjustified: "(I 
was) simply awful (in an) unpardonably bad performance .. .! was wrong every scene 
of the way." (Spoto, p. 97.) Spoto speculates that the reasons for Crawford's 
dismissal of the film may lie in the extremely harsh reactionRain received from 
contemporary filmgoers and reviewers. Ever mindful of the reactions from both 
groups, Crawford could have been all too eager to agree with them.Rain is all but 
forgotten today, available only in battered public-domain prints on discontinued 
DVDs, which is an undeserving fate for the film, as it boasts fine central 
performances by both Crawford and a truly frightening Walter Huston, as well as a 
lively script adapted by Maxwell Anderson from the Broadway play, itself based on 
W. Somerset Maugham's 1918 story "Miss Thompson." 
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Whatever criticisms Crawford leveled at the film and her performancesurely 
couldn't have included her memorable first appearance, nine minutes into the film. 
The hothouse atmosphere having been effectively if somewhat heavy-handedly 
established by director Lewis Milestone during the opening credits, all tempestuous 
storms and raging winds on the exotic island of Pago Pago 10(actually Catalina 
Island, twenty-two miles from L.A.),we are then introduced to the colorful Miss 
Thompson via the lubricious blues of "Baby Face", a piece that will serve as her 
surrogate theme music, as Sadie repeatedly cranks it on her record player. A British 
sea captain's drunken rant about "The tail of the British Lion" is transformed into 
sexual innuendo when combined with a series of close-ups of sailors leering 
lasciviously at the as-yet unseen Sadie. "You may twist it, you may jerk it, you may 
yank it!" shouts the man as his cohorts, grinning like a pack ofTex Avery wolves, 
ogle the doorway excitedly. Sadie is initially presented as a fragmented series of 
body parts, served up as individual courses for consumption: first her left hand, then 
her right, each accessorized withflashy gold bracelets, followed by her left and right 
leg, encased in trashy openwork stockings with high heels to match.Her face sexily 
slides into the frame, and we instantly know who and what she is: a tramp. If the 
heavily-painted cheeks and heavy-lidded eyes weren't indication enough, the cheap 
stole draped over one shoulder and the cigarette dangling from a slash of red 
lipstick leave no doubt as to her occupation. She eyes the group with languid 
lO"What does Pago Pago mean?" someone asks, and, told it doesn't mean anything, 
replies, "Then it's certainly well named." 
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curiosity, like a cat would a ball of string. "Boys, I want you to meet Miss 
Thompson," announces the captain grandly, like a nightclub impresario introducing 
the next act. "Boys", replies Sadie throatily.Although Crawford initially appears to be 
merely giving a Dietrich impersonation, her performance ultimately goes far deeper 
than that. 
Sadie experiences a series of transformations during the film, and Crawford 
convincingly depicts each one. First shown as a smoldering man-eater, vamping in a 
doorway, Sadie soon reveals herself to be an affable, wisecracking dame, cheerfully 
pragmatic about being temporarily stranded in thesweltering, tropical no man's 
land of Pago Pago - "What can't be helped, can't be helped," she shrugs - where 
there is little to do but drink, perspire, and wait for the next boat. Sadie quickly 
antagonizes stern, pompous reformer Alfred Davidson (Huston) and his snootily 
supercilious wife and daughter by holding raucous parties in her room and 
drunkenly cavorting in the lobby of the ramshackle hotel in which they are all 
guests. Beulah Bondi, as Mrs. Davidson, haughtilylabels her as "A person from the 
second class- exceedingly common. She looks rather .. fast to me." And fast Sadie 
certainly is. She imbibes out of the bottle, gives a gasp of delight when goosed, and 
thinks nothing of cramming a half-dozen sexual suitors into her room. 
Despite all of this, Sadie listens politely to Mr. Davidson's firm sermons, even 
as she freely admits to understanding little of his florid patter. "I guess you mean 
well," she diplomatically allows, nervously pacing her room while Davidson remains 
austere and immobile, a human statue. She initially misinterprets his threats of 
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annihilation, metaphoric or otherwise, asworries for her well-being: "I see what you 
mean. But I won't get destroyed. I always make out one way or another." As Sadie, 
hands tensely knotting a handkerchief, strides uncertainly around the tiny room and 
the tall man, she alludes to her troubled past, which includes a stint as a singer of 
sorts and a childhood in Kansas, where Crawford herself had spent several of her 
teenage years. Sadie is intimidated by and unsure of this severe, unsmiling geyser of 
fire and brimstone, and Crawford's body language in her first major scene with 
Huston does a superb job of conveying her character's anxiety. Sadie vacillates 
between faltering defiance andwary friendliness as she dances around the sordid 
details of her misadventures in San Francisco and elsewhere. Like a veteran 
prosecutor interrogating an unprepared defendant, Davidsonpresses her cagily, 
hands clasped behind his back. Crawford moves to the window, as if to escape the 
white-hot heat of his accusatory glare, but Huston follows her, trapping Crawford 
against the shutters. Wriggling free, she regains her courage briefly, protesting, " I 
can take care of myself," but the confidence of her words is undermined by the 
anxious movements of her eyes, which dart uneasily over this daunting stranger. 
Trying to placate him, she offers up a weak smile and an attempted benediction, 
"Thank you though, for your interest.. . I like to keep friends with everybody," but 
Davidson is having none of it. Swelling up with self-righteousness, he glares down at 
the now sitting Sadie, and Milestone frames him in a low-angle shot, accentuating 
his power over her. His face given a ghostly glow by the light of a lamp, Davidson is 
an ominous, eerie figure, his clipped cadence and rigid posture suggesting a man 
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devoid of all human warmth or kindness. A close-up of Crawford as she listens to his 
ultimatum of salvation or annihilationdepicts her varying responses to his words. 
First, speaking softly if evenly, she asks him what she should be atoning fo r. Her 
reaction to his reply, "Your life," is to lean back wearily, raising an eyebrow and 
regarding him with a mixture of suspicion and sad amusement. Suddenly 
emboldened by his hypocritical harangue - first offering forgiveness, then 
demanding destruction - she rises up, both literally and figuratively, to confront 
thehostile preacher, who has now abandoned all pretense at reconciliation. 
Crawford is at her best here, trading shouted insults with Huston, who rattles off his 
pronouncements of eternal damnation as if presiding over a revival tent. Her hands 
gripping the table behind her in support and anger, as if she is both leaning on it and 
attempting to crush it, her chest rising and falling violently, she delivers a warning 
of her own: "Lay off of me, or I'll show you what it means when I start to get mad." 
Knocking away his possessive hand with a swipe, her bracelets clattering, she 
shoves him out the door with a snorted, "Aw, you make me laugh!" Despite her 
bravura attempts to match Davidson's fieryorationand sweeping threats, Sadie must 
know that she is woefully outmatched, and a shot of Crawford turning her back to 
the camera and moving once more to the window, slumping slightly andpressing a 
hand against the frame, shows how much this match of wills has exhausted her. 
One of the smitten sailors, Griggs (Ben Hendricks Jr.) offers a way out for 
Sadie: she can join him and another non-judgmental couple in Australia, as opposed 
to being shipped back to San Francisco, where a three-year jail term (like Crawford's 
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character in Paid, she claims to have been set up) looms. Davidson forbids this 
alternative, and in response Sadie throws some of her most imaginative and 
damning insults at him: a "miserable snail-snatcher", he likely "stuck pins in frogs 
just to see them wiggle and flop while you read 'em a lecture!" Even as she is 
dragged out by her new beau, Sadie continues her tirade, capping the rant by calling 
Davidson a "son of a-", the presumed final epithet muffled by the thud of the door. 
A staircase confrontation with Davidson, the latter once again asserting his 
domination by standing on a higher step, glaring down at his sinning subject, has a 
curious conclusion. As Sadie once again berates him, pronouncing proudly that 
"(she) is on her way to hell!", Davidson responds by reciting the Lord's Prayer, in a 
verbal battle that calls to mind the sequence in The Exorcist (1973) in which Father 
Merrin unflappably quotes scripture while the possessed Regan spews obscenities 
(and split pea soup) at him. At first, his speech has no effect upon Sadie, but she 
soon stops speaking, staring at Davidson as if in a trance, before beginning to repeat 
his words, her mouth moving mechanically as if she were amachine that had been 
switched to a different setting. Seeing this, Davidson surveys her with smug 
triumph, reveling in his success. 
When we (and Griggs) see Sadie next, it is a substantial shock. Scrubbed free 
of make-up and cloaked in sober, drab clothesll, she talks tonelessly and stares, 
11 Contemporary audiences, used to watching Crawford sashay around in the newest 
and most expensive of designer Adrian's creations, must have been as taken aback 
as Griggs. Crawford's first appearance in Possessed (1947), in which she wanders the 
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hypnotized,into space, as if gazing upon some distant holy deity. As sympathetic 
hotel proprietor Joe (Guy Kibbee) sadly states, "The Sadie Thompson who blew into 
my hotel a week ago .. .isn't anymore." In Griggs' absence, Davidson has been both 
Svengali and lobotomizer, transforming Sadie from sassy painted lady into pre-
programmed Woman of God. He has given her a new identity and new purpose. 
Sadie robotically recites his praises as if reading from cue cards: "He's made me 
different. I've been born all over again .. .l was nothing. I was nobody. Now I'm 
something. I'm someone." That night, as she awaits the morning boat that will return 
her to San Francisco and a jail cell, a distracted Davidson restlessly paces the porch 
outside her room, as the natives pound out an insistent rhythm on their drums. 
Leaning back his head in reverie, he begins mouthing the words that had converted 
Sadie, those of the Lord's Prayer, before slowly opening his eyes with a sense of grim 
purpose, his face a mask of steely resolve. The corner of Huston's mouth turns up in 
a joyless sneer of animalistic lust, and, on the soundtrack, the rain and percussion 
are briefly joined by the creepy, secretive creak of a bedroom door opening. The 
next morning, one without rain, Davidson's body, throat slit, is discovered in the 
fishermen's nets.The camera pushes in on Sadie's doorway, as the suggestive wail of 
"Baby Face" fills the soundtrack once more. In a nice touch, the reemergence of the 
old Sadie is shown in the same four appendage close-ups that had first introduced 
her.Sadie's triumphant return to form, heralded by the song identified with her, 
actual streets of Los Angeles similarly shorn of makeup and upscale accessories, 
likely provoked a comparable reaction. 
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prefigures the "cured" Alex's reemergence at the climax of A Clockwork 
Orange(l97l ), his beloved Beethoven blaring once more. Mrs. Davidson, her eyes 
dry and her manner prim, tells Sadie, departing with Griggs for Australia, ''I'm sorry 
for him, and I'm sorry for you." Sadie's response is a mournful, succinct, ''I'm sorry 
for everybody in the world, I guess." 
Sadie undergoes an extensive metamorphosis over the course of Rain, from 
unrepentant streetwalker, to born-again believer, and back again. Crawford credibly 
conveys these conflicting personas by employing gestures, body language, and 
varying vocal tones. Sexy Sadie speaks casually and with an amused pragmatism, as 
comfortable with her own body as she is with the bodies of others. Once converted 
by Davidson, Sober Sadie is a sleepwalker, avoiding eye contact and clasping her 
hands together in a gesture that is part supplication and part repression, as if 
holding herself back from the world. The confident, wise-cracking Sadie could have 
been directed by Howard Hawks, while the ascetic, somber Sadieseems more suited 
to aRobert Bresson film. Crawford manages to inhabit both characters without 
either one devolving into caricature. Her pious phase is not presented as an entirely 
negative creation, as the quiet dignity that Crawford projects in these 
sequencesseems to elevate the character to a higher level, possessing of a privileged, 
almost otherworldly perspective: "I see clear. I see what you don't see." Although we 
are meant to applaud her return to the earthy, saucy form she first appeared in, 
there is a genuine serenity and nobility exuded by her religious turn, fleeting though 
it may be. Though the first and final Sadies are, as noted earlier, somewhat similar to 
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Dietrich's characters of the period in their ironic, world-weary detachment, the 
second Sadie, in her simple stateliness, is a figure to be respected as well as pitied, 
and Crawford's subtle, sympathetic performance is entirely responsible for this. 
Viewers, so accustomed to watching Crawford play selfish socialites who are 
eventuallytamed by men and marriage, may well have rejected Sadie because she 
ultimatelycasts offthe restrictive, redesignedrole forced on her by amoralistic 
patriarchyand returns, unrepentant, to independence and carnality. Although she 
does depart the film arm in arm with Griggs, she does so on her own terms, with no 
mention of a new career or domestic duties. The "wrestlin' for her soul" alluded to by 
Joe is a match won not by Griggs, Davidson, or society itself, but by Miss Sadie 
Thompson. 
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The Damned Don't Cry: 1939-1952 
George Cukor was known as a director of sophisticated comedies and 
prestigious literary adaptations, both genres that fell far outside of Crawford's 
comfort zones, so the four-film collaboration that the duo enjoyed might at first 
glance appear to be an unlikely one. However, Cukor was roundly praised for the 
sensitivity and style with which he directed women, and he elicited fine 
performances from Crawford in The Women (1939), whose carnivorous shop girl 
Crystal remains one of her most famous roles, and the fascinating A Woman's 
Face(1941). The tonal inconsistencies of Susan and God (1940) and the forced frolics 
of No More Ladies (1935) are less successful, but Crawford was at last working with 
top-tier directors, a trend that would continue throughout the 1940's and 1950's, as 
she would submit superb work for such luminaries as Otto Preminger, Nicholas Ray, 
and Michael Curtiz. 
Cukor's follow-up to A Woman's Face was Two-Faced Woman (also 1941 ), a 
title that could have easily been given to the Crawford film. Her character also has 
two faces, with two names to match. Ingrid Paulson is a disfigured, cold-hearted 
blackmailer and roadhouse proprietor, whereas Anna Holm is a beautiful, kind 
governess. Ingrid is self-sufficient, cynical, and potentially capable of murder, unlike 
the romantic, doting Anna, who desires marriage and societal acceptance. Over the 
course of the film, the majority of which occurs in flashback, we observe Ingrid's 
transformation into Anna, a metamorphosis depicted as a commendable maturation. 
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Ingrid's physical ugliness is linked to her icy reserve and emotional repression, and, 
the film argues, only by fixing the former can the latter be likewise vanquished. 
Although referred to as Anna in the present-day courtroom sequences, 
Crawford's character initially retains the mannerisms and mystery of Ingrid, her 
head bent, a severe black hat obscuring much of her visage. She has been accused of 
murder, and, by withholding and covering the famous Crawford face, Cukor has 
turned it into something sinister. She is unknown, and thus untrustworthy. During 
the first flashback, Crawford is initially introduced as an ominous shadow on the 
wall, lurking in the darkness like a ghouP2 Speaking in a flat, sarcastic voice, she 
does not enter the room but rather remains in the hallway, the scarred portion of 
her face hidden from the camera, the other characters, and the audience. Ingrid has 
a pale profile, and one hand repeatedly flutters to the damaged cheek, as if enacting 
an involuntary, unconscious twitch. Turning slowly into the light, she reveals the 
gruesome effects of what is later explained as a childhood accident, a fire caused by 
her drunken father. As if daring inquisitive Torsten Barring (Conrad Veidt) and the 
presumably equally intrigued audience to move in for a closer look, Cukor cuts to a 
close-up, and Ingrid's confidence briefly falters as her burned cheek is fully exposed. 
The hand that had caressed her scar is now balled in a fist, and her voice wavers as 
she struggles to maintain her haughty distance, confronted now by the seemingly 
sweet and gentle Barring. Clearly unaccustomed to kindness, she is unsure how to 
12 Like Dracula's, her home is mirror-free. She is also, more explicitly, compared to 
another big-screen horror, Frankenstein's monster. 
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respond to it, and she gazes at Torsten with genuine emotion, eyes watering, before 
reverting to her stony, sardonic demeanor. 
In this sequence, Ingrid fluctuates between vulnerability and defiance, each 
emotional state flickering fleetingly across the expressive confines of her face, and 
Crawford's performance expertly balances and even blends the divergent personas, 
effectively illustrating the character's internal torment through her external 
expressions. Although body language - the balled fist, the defensive posture - is also 
employed, it is primarily through Ingrid's countenance that we first identify, then 
understand, her central conflict. She yearns for love, yet is afraid to expose herself to 
ridicule and rejection, and thus hides her true feelings behind a mask that is both 
literal and figurative. Ingrid's performative shell, created first in response to, and 
then in support of, her disfigurement, both invites and rejects audience sympathy. 
On the one hand, the brief, plaintive gaze of longing she affixes Barring with 
indicates the isolation and loneliness she is mired in. However, viewer empathy is 
also lessened by her curt, imperious manner and wary, suspicious detachment. For 
Crawford, after fifteen years of playing primarily expensive eye-candy, frequently 
introduced as a disembodied pair of shapely, if anonymous legs, such sequences 
must have been a welcome change. She was now being asked to convey character 
through subtle expression, not clumsy exposition. The June 9th, 1941 Life Magazine 
solemnly saluted her with the opening line of its article on the film 13: "It took 
13 The piece also included seven stills from the film documenting Ingrid/ Anna's 
surgery, with the caption under the final panel announcing, "This is the face that 
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courage for Joan Crawford, the glamour girl of 49 movies and the idol of autograph 
hounds, to be the face in A Woman's Face." 
The loosely knit gang of criminals that Ingrid associates with repeatedly 
ridicules her appearance, referring to her as a 'well-dressed gargoyle' and deriding 
her infatuation with Barring. "What would any man have to do with her?" wonders 
one. It is not an unreasonable question. Torsten's attraction to Ingrid is based upon 
her ugliness: her face is as twisted and terrifying as his soul. Barring is drawn to 
Ingrid because she is marginalized, a fringe figure who doesn't fit into normal, 
proper society. Though a silver-tongued aristocrat, he is nevertheless morally 
bankrupt, a philanderer who steals from his friends and ruthlessly plans the murder 
of his four-year-old nephew. Ultimately, he reveals himself to be a megalomaniac 
monster with dreams of world domination, and perhaps even satanic power. 
Veidt, who would play a Nazi in the following year's Casablanca, holds forth 
with a similar Teutonic grandeur in A Woman's Face, his sneering face lighting up 
with delight as he relates his misanthropic fantasies of death and destruction. "What 
others have done in other countries, I can do here," he whispers with crazed glee to 
the terrified Ingrid, his hands tightly caressing her neck. Barring had envisioned her 
as a callous collaborator, another scornful outsider with potentially homicidal 
impulses. As he tells her, "I have the right to (call you a woman) because I am the 
man who saw that when no one else did .. .llike you because I know you. We are both 
brings Anna a new life and a new tragedy." 
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proud, both wretched." 14 
Ingrid's outsider status is confirmed by her unattractive appearance. Richard 
Dyer stresses the key role fashion plays in guiding an audience's initial assumptions 
about characters, particularly female ones: "Clothes and aspects of dress such as 
hair-style and accessories are obviously culturally coded and widely assumed to be 
indicative of personality. Dress is usually taken to point both to the social order in 
general and to the temperament of the individual concerned." (Dyer, p. 124.) Ingrid 
is a bitter spinster in a featureless, unflattering sweater, with greasy hair and no 
makeup. Her dour disposition and uninspired clothing choices are unconscious 
responses to her injury, an injury which defines her." ... she is her scar. You are what 
your face is," as filmmaker Mark Rappaport reminds us. (Rappaport, p. 171.) Only 
by undergoing a series of operations that will restore her beauty can she hope to be 
welcomed once more into the folds of acceptable society. An unattractive and 
unfashionable woman is something to be pitied and scorned, an object of derision. 
She may elicit sympathy, but she shall remain an unknown interloper, hovering in 
the shadowy background, as Ingrid does when first introduced to Barring at the 
roadhouse. Through the miracle of the makeover, in this case a surgical one, the 
ostracized ugly duckling is allowed to reenter the friendly, well-lit world of 
14 His sentiments are similar to the ones espoused by the pedophile in Samuel 
Fuller's Naked Kiss(1964), whom, when discovered by his girlfriend, a former 
prostitute, protests that they are kindred spirits: "Now you know why I could never 
marry a normal woman. That's why I love you. You understand my sickness. You live 
in my world, and it will be an exciting world. Our marriage will be a paradise, 
because we're both abnormal." 
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respectability. 
The film suggests that the psychological effects of Ingrid's accident have been 
far more harmful than the physical ones, directly responsible for an unsatisfying life 
of crime and solitude. As Boris Karloffs disfigured murderer muses in The Raven 
(1935), "Maybe if a man looks ugly, he does ugly things." Marginalized, mocked 
Ingrid haunts the fringes of disreputable settings like the hedonistic Cafe Spader 
Dam, where women languidly dance together and debauched Europeans dispense 
risque remarks, or peers malevolently at prospective blackmail victims through 
hidden windows, a claw-like hand moving unconsciously to cover her scar. Once 
surgically (re) transformed from creepy caterpillar into beautiful butterfly, Ingrid 
updates her wardrobe and environment accordingly. She dons sumptuous furs and 
effortlessly cultivates friendships with the kindly Consul Magnus Barring (Albert 
Bassermann), Torsten's grand uncle, and Magnus' impeccably well-mannered 
grandson, Lars-Erik (Richard Nichols), whose cozy yet costly chateau is nested, in 
appropriately fairytale fashion, deep in the snow-capped mountains of picturesque 
Sweden. In The Female Body in Western Culture: Contemporary Perspectives, Susan 
Rubin Suleiman cites A Woman's Face as part of "a cluster of (women's) films which 
depict female madness, hysteria or psychosis. These films manifest an instability in 
the representation of female subjectivity and situate the woman as the object of a 
medical discourse ... Even in the film which focus on a physical illness or defect, such 
as Dark Victory (1939), or A Woman's Face (1941) ... the treatment of the illness 
initiates a radical change in the very life styles of the women concerned." (Suleiman, 
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p. 153, 154.) 
After the final, successful operation that reinstates her looks, Ingrid goes for 
a celebratory stroll. This is the first sequence of the film set in a public place, and it 
comes as a blast of fresh air, literally, after the claustrophobic, repressive confines of 
the courtroom, the roadhouse, and the operating theater. Birds twitter on the 
soundtrack as children play in the sunshine. Ingrid bumps into one as she buys some 
flowers from a street vendor, and instinctively shields the previously damaged side 
of her face before tentatively offering herself up for the young boy's gaze. She is 
rewarded with a toothy grin from the sailor-suit-clad youngster, and smiles in relief. 
In a trance-like state, she removes the hat she had hid behind, breathing in 
deeply, as if waking from a deep and lengthy sleep. Two passing soldiers eye her 
attentively, but she doesn't even notice them, so lost is she in her own reverie. 
Returning to Torsten's apartment, she stops to admire her reflection in a massive 
mirror. Her now-flawless countenance gazes back at her, repeated endlessly in the 
refracting glass. From this point on, Ingrid dresses herself in the expensive, 
customized couture normally associated with Crawford characters, her hair 
impeccably styled and makeup expertly applied. As Basinger states, "After this (gaze 
in the mirror) the audience is invited to enjoy countless intense close-ups of 
Crawford's dramatically beautiful face. Since she is now a beautiful and glamorous 
woman, she is fit for all of us to look at." (Basinger, p. 150.) Stanley Cavell adds, "The 
removal of the scar redeems the marked woman, potentially makes her whole again, 
innocent." (Cavell, p. 219.) During previous sequences, Crawford was always shot 
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from her left, uninjured side, with an occasional frontal shot of her entire face. Not 
once did audiences view her entirely from the right, or scarred, side. Clearly, 
viewers could accept a partially disfigured Joan Crawford, with the expectation that 
at some point she would return to her usual gorgeousness, but a completely burned 
visage would likely be too unsettling. 
The sequence depicting Ingrid's reunion with Torsten is a fascinating one, for 
it contains several tonal shifts, both in terms of mood and character. Ingrid is by 
turns coy, triumphant, devious, and unsure. At first, she indulges in a bit of teasing, 
covering the now non-existent scar by pulling the corner of her hat down, as she did 
before the operations. Barring, unaware of her surgery and apparently tricked by 
this rather unconvincing gesture, carries her flowers into the living room, where a 
slightly smug Ingrid sits in front of the piano, playing a lively Chopin piece. Noticing 
her now unblemished face for the first time, he stares for a moment in puzzlement 
before the two burst into laughter. Tellingly, Torsten is more bemused than amused, 
and, while Ingrid laughs with unbridled, almost crazed joy, his corresponding 
reaction is a sedate series of chuckles. She is no longer the damaged, despondent 
loner he had originally gravitated to, but rather a beautiful, radiant woman, and, 
while for most men this would be a major improvement and cause for celebration, 
Barring is stunned and likely disappointed. Like amateur filmmaker (and serial 
killer) Mark Lewis (Carl Boehm) in Michael Powell's Peeping Tom (1960), who 
reacts with rapturous adoration when a model turns around to reveal a face marred 
by a cleft lip, Torsten fetishizes and obsesses over fractured and flawed faces. He is 
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drawn to the perverse, as befits his depiction as a decadent deviant. 
After a discreet cut, the camera pans across a bowl of fruit and a bottle of 
champagne, an image, which, combined with the following shot of a reclining Ingrid 
smoking a cigarette, makes clear the couples' off-screen coupling. Although Barring 
first broaches the subject of his "frail" grandnephew and rival for the family fortune, 
it is Ingrid who coldly cuts through his innuendo-laced purrings with a blunt, "And if 
he doesn't live?" Feigning shock and pausing his piano playing, he replies with oily, 
indulgent charm, "My dear girl, whatever are we thinking of?" In close-up, Ingrid 
responds with an eerie smile, as if genuinely savoring the idea of child murder, but a 
cut to a two-shot of the duo shows her reaction as of one pure fear and revulsion. 
Torsten shines his desk light upon a painting of the waterfall, over the edge of which 
he proposes sending little Lars-Erik, and Crawford, in a subtle piece of acting, lets 
her eyes briefly alight on the lamp, an object she had once, like mirrors, feared as an 
unforgiving revealer of her injury. As Barring calmly relays his plan, Ingrid at first 
weakly protests, moving to the door, but, like a vampire's victim, she is powerless 
under the spell of the smoothly self-confident Barring, and the scene ends with her 
assumed acquiescence, as she deferentially kisses his hand and accepts his dark 
embrace. 
In the end, the flawlessly faced Ingrid, about to be absolved ofTorsten's 
murder, which she committed to save Lars-Erik, renounces both her past and her 
career, revealing to Dr. Segert (Melvyn Douglas), the noble, selfless surgeon who 
restored her looks while quietly pining for her, that, in fact, being a dutiful wife and 
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mother was all she had ever desired. ''I've always wanted to get married. I want to 
have a home, and children .. .! want to belong to the human race." In this final speech, 
Ingrid makes explicit the link between marriage/motherhood and societal 
acceptance and personal validation that is at the heart of the woman's film. Ingrid, in 
the early flashback sequences, is a disfigured, loveless lady who is independent and 
owns her own business. By the climax, she is a beautiful, desired woman with no 
career save that of marriage and childrearing. She embraces the "dull, safe 
mediocrity" that Torsten had railed against. As Basinger relates, " .. .In the woman's 
film, the woman has to choose, always choose. She is not supposed to have two of 
anything. She can't have both a career and a home. She can't love two men. She 
shouldn't have two personalities ... " (Basinger, p. 19.) In A Woman's Face, Joan 
Crawford chooses home, asexual Segert and Anna over the Spader Dam, libidinous 
Barring and Ingrid, and we are meant to applaud this decision, though it means the 
end of her self-sufficiency. The independent, successful woman is depicted as an 
unsatisfied, lonely creature to be tamed and transformed, legitimized by marriage 
and children. 
Mildred Pierce, released in 1945, offers up a somewhat similar concluding 
message, though in this film Crawford's character does not kill a former lover, but 
instead attempts to cover up the murder of one. Despite her lack of involvement in 
the actual shooting, she is nevertheless depicted as morally culpable, as she sired 
and enabled the murderess, daughter Veda (Ann Blyth). The teenage girl explicates 
this accusation by protesting, "It's your fault as much as mine .. .It's your fau lt I'm the 
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way I am." Mildred Pierce represented a landmark moment in Crawford's career, for 
a variety of reasons. Her Best Actress Oscar 15 was the first and only such 
recognition she received from the Academy, although she was also nominated for 
her performances in Possessed and Sudden Fear (1952). Secondly, her titular role, 
coming as it did on the heels of such ill-conceived misfires as Susan and God (1940), 
Reunion in France (1942) and Above Suspicion (1943), symbolized a seminal sea 
change in both her persona and the overall maturity and seriousness of her roles. 16 
No longer would the actress specialize in man-eating hoofers and lively heiresses, 
dancing her way through lighthearted escapist fare. Crawford's women would 
instead inhabit the morally ambiguous, ill-lit and ill-mannered nocturnal alleys of 
what would become known as film noir. In Cold War Femme: Lesbianism, National 
Identity and Hollywood Cinema, Robert J. Corber discusses how Crawford's 
transformation from seductive feminine siren to assertively masculine overachiever 
began with Mildred Pierce: "By departing from the MGM formula and disarticulating 
15 Famously, she accepted the statuette from Pierce's director Michael Curt iz while 
in bed, blaming her absence from the ceremony on the flu. Before her death, 
Crawford admitted that nerves, exacerbated by alcohol, were responsible for her 
decision to stay at home. (Spoto, p. 183.) Although Mildred Pierce was nominated 
for six Oscars, Crawford's win was the film's only one. 
16 Although the film was a great success for all involved, Curtiz was initially 
reluctant to cast Crawford, and the actress only received approval after submitting 
to a screen test, an unheard of act for such a major star. As William Hare relates in 
Early Film Nair: Greed, Lust and Murder Hollywood style, Curtiz was wary of untested 
Ann Blyth as well, and only signed off on her involvement when Crawford 
personally intervened on her behalf, offering to assist Blyth with her line learning 
and subsequent screen test. Clearly, the script resonated greatly with Crawford, as 
shown by the unprecedented lengths she went to securing both her and Blyth's 
involvement. (Hare, 132.) 
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the masculine and the feminine aspects of her gender presentation, Mildred Pierce 
played a crucial role in shifting the construction of Crawford's persona ... Mildred 
Pierce was the first movie Crawford made that pathologized her masculinity. " 
(Corber, p. 101.) The impish grin flashed in her flapper films had faded, replaced by 
a grim, frequently humorless visage that would only soften slightly when indulging 
in a sardonic smile. Playing a lengthy string of complex, occasionally even unlikable 
women with strength, if not love, to spare, this phase of her filmography is arguably 
her finest, nestled in-between the charming if relatively superficial works of the 
previous two decades and the fever-pitched, high-camp offerings that Crawford . 
would specialize in during the 1960's. 
Mildred Pierce, like many a Crawford protagonist, is restless and ambitious, 
trapped in a marriage that is unsatisfying both emotionally and physically. Her first 
husband, Bert (Bruce Bennett), is indifferent to his unemployment and engaged in a 
barely-concealed affair with another woman, with whom he casually converses on 
the phone in front of Mildred. Bemoaning her domestic drudgery in a cookie-cutter 
suburban home, Mildred's monologue no doubt resonated with the housewives who 
comprised the majority of her audience, some of whom likely had to grapple with 
shiftless or philandering husbands, ungrateful children, or perhaps both. 17 
Addressing an interrogating police officer, she succinctly summarizes a life filled 
17 By 1945, the year of Mildred Pierce's release, the female war-time work force had 
ballooned to 20 million strong (Krutik, p. 38), giving Mildred's labor lament an extra 
ring of familiarity to female viewers pulling double duty on assembly lines and at 
kitchen stoves. 
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with thankless servitude, toiling anonymously in a world of numbing sameness: "All 
the houses looked alike .. .! was always in the kitchen. I felt as though I'd been born in 
a kitchen and lived there all my life, except for the few hours it took to get married .... 
I never knew any other kind of life. Just cooking, and washing, and having children." 
Mildred is introduced in an evocative, mysterious manner that subverts the 
established Crawford persona. The opening moments of the film, depicting the 
shooting of Monte Beragon (Zachary Scott) by an unseen individual, are an effective 
bit of misdirection, as the dying man's whisper of "Mildred ... " seems to identify her 
as the killer. In fact, it is Veda who has pulled the trigger, and Monte's utterance is 
wistful, not accusatory. The next sequence, which marks Crawford's first 
appearance, depicts a despondent and apparently suicidal woman walking along a 
rain-soaked pier, eyeing the deep, dark waters longingly. Although Mildred, like the 
flapper and socialite subjects Crawford had played before, is clad in the swankiest of 
haute couture, with massive mink coat and glittering handbag, she is no carefree 
debutante or grinning table-dancer, surrounded by adoring suitors. The solitary 
figure briefly considers her fate, before pursing her lips with grim determination 
and wordlessly beginning her ascent over the railing. Interrupted by the clang of a 
passing policeman's nightstick, the wet-eyed woman wanders off in a daze. 
Swaddled in furs, her makeup flawless, Crawford exudes a physical elegance and 
style that is counterpointed by her emotional despair. Mildred is at her most 
beautiful and vulnerable in this sequence, an idealized, otherworldly goddess who 
nevertheless is on the verge of taking her own life. As Corber explains, 
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" ... Mildred .. . exemplifies normative womanhood, as constructed by classical 
Hollywood cinema ... With this sequence of shots, the movie pays tribute to 
Crawford's image as a clotheshorse, only to discard that image in subsequent 
scenes ... Mildred looks much more glamorous than she does in any other scene in 
the film. Indeed, with its padded shoulders and fashionable appearance, her outfit 
recalls the costumes Adrian designed for her during her career at MGM." (Corber, p. 
115.) 
The juxtaposition of chic glamour and questionable morality in this 
introduction of Mildred is a startling one, for it creates a conflict not normally 
associated with Crawford roles of the period. The actress, always impeccably 
attired, normally also radiates confidence and carnality, a twinkle in her eye and 
rhythm in her step. Mildred, as well as the viewer can surmise to this point, is at best 
morose and at worst murderous. As Corber observed, Crawford is at the height of 
her alluring elegance in her initial appearance, a pinnacle of perfection that she will 
not reach again. Although Mildred's luxurious clothes and spotless beauty fuel the 
viewer's envy and desire, these responses are mitigated by the shadowy 
circumstances in which her character has been placed. 18 She may or may not have 
gunned down a man, but she is certainly miserable and on the edge of suicide. 
Viewers are simultaneously drawn in by her opulent appearance and repelled by 
her behavior, which is possibly homicidal and certainly suicidal. So important to 
18 One of the tag lines for the film was 'Mildred Pierce - don't ever tell anyone what 
she did'. 
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Crawford's persona was her wardrobe that Warner Brothers, dismissing or 
minimizing the depressing dramatic context of this sequence, concocted publicity 
material around it, as Thomas Schatz relates in Boom and Bust: American Cinema in 
the 1940's: "One story begins with a dual address as luxurious detail about the star's 
costume invokes the pleasure of consumption as well as the realistic spectacle of the 
production itself. 'Star "All Dressed to Kill" - Even Herself treats the opening scene 
in which Mildred .... seems to be contemplating suicide. It opens with a description of 
the "bright green wool dress [the film was shot in black and white], shoes with very 
high heels and big purse .. .fur cape-style coat with matching fur hat.. .the most 
expensive items of the wardrobe." (Schatz, p. 201.) 
When confronted with such marketing material, it is tempting to envision the 
overwhelmingly female audience fixating on the film's fashions at the expense of its 
narrative, but a more reasonable and realistic response would be to assume that 
they absorbed both elements equally. In fact, the quintessential women's films are 
able to fuse the two, so that clothing informs plot, and vice versa. As Basinger 
explains, the societal restrictions placed on women in these films necessitate the 
utilization of wardrobe as individual expression: "Why does fashion signify so much 
about who a woman is? In the women's world on film, there is so little freedom 
possible that a woman's putting something on her back becomes one of her most 
dramatic actions .. .It is women's films that reveal best how fashion was used in 
Hollywood movies and just how important it really was." (Basinger, p. 118, 119.) An 
outfit can instantly provide an appropriate back-story for a character, imbue them 
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with a legitimacy and particular perch on the societal rung. Mildred's fur coat and 
hat, which envelop her almost completely, leaving only her lower legs and face 
exposed to the camera, represent the respectable, well-heeled world of the upper 
class matron. Such women do not normally murder men or jump to their deaths 
from seedy piers. The opening sequence of Mildred Pierce is so effective because it 
presents an unexpected and intriguing contradiction between appearance and 
behavior. Mildred's mink is shorthand for comfort and respectability. She is out of 
place on this dingy, poorly-lit pier, and, even if the film hadn't opened with a 
murder, audiences would have felt a twinge of unease at seeing upper-crust 
clotheshorse Crawford slumming in such a disreputable environment. If the actress 
were clad in a featureless, fur-free ensemble, the sequence would lose much of its 
dramatic impact. Her suicide attempt would certainly still garner audience interest, 
but it would be fleeting. The drowning of a drab drudge is a minor event, but the 
untimely death of a gorgeous glamour girl is the material of Greek tragedy. In the 
women's film, the protagonist's identity is explicitly linked to her sartorial choices, 
as Basinger succinctly states: "Movies clearly state that fashion and glamour are 
fundamental to a woman's definition- in her own eyes, in the eyes of the man she 
loves (whether he knows it or not), and in the eyes of society. A woman shops to live 
and dresses to kill." (Basinger, p. 114.) As Warner Brothers' marketing department 
was quick to note, even a woman who kills herself must be dressed to kill while 
doing so. 
Schatz points out that the film's advertising campaign misrepresents the 
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Mildred character, depicting her as a voracious vixen, a dangerous woman, when in 
fact daughter Veda is the sultry siren who manipulates and misleads men. However, 
with Crawford being the headliner and Ann Blyth an unknown, narrative reality was 
of lesser importance than the maintenance of the star system. The poster art 
screamed "The kind of woman most men want- BUT SHOULDN'T HAVE!" Those 
who hadn't seen the film would incorrectly assume that Mildred was 'the kind of 
woman', when it is venal Veda who is the real femme fatale, a sweet-faced deceiver 
whose behavior grows increasingly more reprehensible as the film proceeds. Her 
transformation from adolescent snob, to blackmailer, to eventually, murderess, is 
depicted as a natural, inevitable progression. When informed that her father has 
moved out, assuming that his departure has been precipitated by his affair, Veda 
haughtily responds, "She's distinctly middle class", as if the woman's lower economic 
status were the most offending aspect of the situation. That evening, a dry-eyed, 
smirking Veda snickers of her distraught younger sister Kay (J o Ann Marlowe), "She 
cried herself to sleep", as she breezily flips through a magazine. Later, she casually 
blackmails a boyfriend by inventing a phantom pregnancy, and presses the hush 
money check to her nose with a smug sniff. 
Veda, not Mildred, is the true femme fatale of the film, a materialistic monster 
who ultimately empties six shots into Mildred's second husband, Monty, with whom 
she had been having an affair. The relationship between Veda and Mildred, though 
technically that of mother and daughter, more accurately mirrors the destructive 
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and obsessive bond between nair protagonist and femme fatale. 19 Supporting 
characters continually alert Mildred to Veda's duplicitous behavior, but to no avail. 
Veda herself, in a combination of apology and warning, tells her, ''I'm sorry for all 
the trouble I've caused but if I came home it would start all over again ... you know 
that. You know how I am." Mildred does know, yet she forgives her wayward 
daughter again and again, and even attempts to frame former suitor and business 
partner Wally for Monty's death. In many ways, Mildred Pierce plays as a darker, 
more damaged version of Stella Dallas (1937), in which Barbara Stanwyck's titular 
mother sacrifices her own happiness for the sake of her child. The chief distinction 
is that Stella's daughter is a sweet and saintly sort, whereas Veda is portrayed as the 
epitome of wanton teenage wickedness. 
Camilla Griggers, in Becoming Woman, charts Crawford's conversion from 
struggling, lower-middle-class housewife to affluent businesswoman thusly: 
Crawford becomes despotic, undergoing an incorporeal transformation from wife to 
divorcee and single mother, and then from waitress to wealthy proprietor on her 
way toward becoming the face of class privilege. On the level of visual signs, this 
transformation is carried through fashionable changes in her wardrobe and 
expansive reterritorializations materialized in real estate. The conflict in the 
narrative is the conflict between the passional subjectivity of Mildred Pierce as 
working-class subject and her despotic faciality as wealthy property owner who 
attempts to buy the affection of her husband and daughter. (Griggers, p. 20.) 
19 Basinger, comparing the film to James M. Cain's 1941 novel, notes" .. . Mildred's 
incestuous feelings for Veda, which are overt in the book, are removed and totally 
repressed in the movie (although viewers can't help sensing something strange 
about this obsessive relationship) ." (Basinger, p. 176.) 
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Griggers' labeling of Mildred as despotic may initially seem an excessively harsh 
judgment, but a deeper examination of her actions over the course of the film 
reveals a woman who is maniacally driven, seeking an irrationally unrealistic level 
of validation and adoration from her obviously apathetic husbands and daughter. 
Although Mildred had emphatically rejected the ineffective and undependable Bert, 
this decision was motivated more by a desire to provide material goods and social 
standing for her two children than any major thoughts of self-improvement. Mildred 
purchases piano and voice lessons for Veda, despite Veda's weak singing voice and 
rudimentary instrumental skills, as noted by Bert. She enrolls younger daughter 
Kay 2o (JoAnn Marlowe) in ballet lessons, even though the girl is a boisterous 
tomboy indifferent to such highbrow activities. Mildred studiously ignores the girls' 
respective lack of ability and interest in these cultured pursuits, instead attempting 
to elevate the family's social status by insisting on the expensive indulgences, the 
lack of funds for which brings about the dissolution of her first marriage. She later 
marries the dissolute Monty chiefly to entice Veda to return, even after the 
reprehensible behaviors of both have been repeatedly revealed. As Monty 
knowingly opines, "Your reason for doing anything is usually Veda." 
The final moments of the film, in which Mildred and Bert walk out of the 
police station together to greet a new dawn, would at first glance appear to be a 
2o Kay, who is, as Bert notes, "Twice the girl Veda is", becomes stricken with 
pneumonia and soon dies. The revelation of her illness immediately follows the 
scene in which Mildred and Monty consummate their affair, thus suggesting that the 
former occurs as a direct punishment for the latter. "Apparently a direct causal 
effect", as Basinger wryly observes. (Basinger, p. 175.) 
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typical Hollywood conclusion, with the principles reunited and their love renewed, 
but their future together is at best uncertain. Mildred has had to sell her share in the 
restaurant, leaving her assumedly financially dependent on Bert once more. Since 
Bert has been depicted primarily as an unsympathetic idler, there is no reason to 
think that their life together will be any better now than it was at the film's 
beginning. Basinger writes, " ... one might wonder just how happy this ending is 
supposed to seem to married women in the audience." (Basinger, p. 176.) As in A 
Woman's Face, the atypically independent female must ultimately abandon her 
career and freedom and return to an environment of subservient domesticity. 
In four of the five films discussed, all save The Unknown, Crawford's 
character attempts transformations both literal and figurative, with varying degrees 
of success. (In The Unknown, Nanon's metamorphosis is a psychological one, as she 
finally overcomes her hand phobia.) In Rain, Sadie renounces a life of carnality and 
sin, but ultimately reverts to her previous state. Bonnie, Ingrid and Mildred, either 
willingly or under duress, abandon successful careers, with both Bonnie and 
Mildred reunited with men who had treated them poorly. Although all four women 
enjoy some level of accomplishment during their various reinventions, only Sadie's 
full-circle journey can really be read as celebratory, and her eventual recantation, 
requiring both her rape and another's suicide to facilitate it, is marked by her 
acceptance of marriage, a plot point not present in the original Maugham story. 
Ultimately, whether a woman is a socialite, housewife, prostitute or roadhouse 
proprietor, she may only fleetingly cast off the shackles of societal repression and a 
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weak wardrobe in order to enjoy the fruits of financial and personal freedom, and 
must eventually, inevitably, seek out male guidance and validation. Although the 
Crawford persona was one of a strong-willed, assertive individual, her characters, in 
the film's final, and thus decisive moments, always shared the frame with a 
significant other. Ethel Whitehead, the unsatisfied and homemaker played by 
Crawford in The Damned Don't Cry! (1950), in an espousal of rugged individualism 
that Nanon, Sadie, Bonnie, Ingrid and Mildred would all no doubt have nodded their 
heads in agreement with, asserts, "You gotta kick and punch and belt your way up, 
cause no body's gonna give you a lift. And you gotta do it yourself, cause nobody 
cares about us except ourselves." The mixed message sent by these films is that, 
although a Crawford character has gotta do it herself, she must, in the final reel, split 
the spotlight with a man. That the man is usually an indifferent or absentee one only 
increases the irony of these ostensibly happy endings. 
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Berserk: 1953-1962 
1953's Torch Song represented Joan Crawford's first full-length foray into 
color cinema 21, and the actress seems to be making up for lost time, as the film is 
submerged in gaudy, queasily-colored hues and fabrics that imbue the entire 
proceedings with a surreally artificial tint. The credulity-straining plot machinations 
also contribute to the overall mood of kitschy camp. Pamela Robertson labels Torch 
Song "the most frighteningly self-referential of Crawford's films" (Robertson, p. 99.), 
and it is hard to argue with her assessment, particularly in its use of the word 
'frighteningly', as Torch Song's autobiographical allusions are typically presented in 
unpleasant or unlikely environments. In a reference to Crawford's diligent devotion 
to her fans, her character, stage star Jenny Stewart, signs autographs for an adoring 
mob of teenagers, several of whom she greets by name. The image of adolescent 
Bobby Soxers swooning over a middle-aged female Broadway performer is an 
improbable one, and it seems equally doubtful that a blind British pianist with a 
sharp tongue and irksome habit of re-arranging compositions without permission 
would be able to sustain much of a living, much less find himself in the arms of the 
show's star, as Tye Graham (Michael Wilding) does at the film's chaste climax. In 
addition, despite her penchant for vampy musical numbers and skintight, spangled 
outfits, Jenny's testy exchanges with her producer, Philip Norton (James Todd), 
21 The Women and Ice Follies of 1939 (both 1939) included color sequences. 
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paint her as a high-minded disciple of serious, sophisticated theater, as she snaps, 
"Your idea of art is the fruit in the slot machine!" as if they were staging Shakespeare 
instead of an Evening with Jenny, as the billboard proclaims. 
Jenny fits the mold of the now-established post-war Crawford persona: a 
strong, if difficult, independent woman who hides her vulnerability behind a thick 
wall of bluster and is ultimately only whole once blessed by the love of a good man. 
In the combined comments of two other characters, she is "a rugged sort of dame to 
work with" who "expect(s) to rock the world back on its heels". Although she has an 
ostensible boyfriend, dissolute playboy Cliff Willard (Gig Young), whom she 
describes as "completely useless ... but beautiful", he is more of a plaything than a 
valid love interest, and helpfully disappears without any explanation partway 
through the narrative. As in previously-cited Crawford films, she is burdened by 
money-hungry relatives, in this case a mother, sister, and unseen brother, though in 
Torch Song the family's attempts to persuade Jenny to fund piano lessons and car 
purchases are presented as lightly comedic. Jenny accepts her mother's scheming, 
guilt-employing speeches and her sister's rude rummages through her closet with 
an indulgent smile, allowing the latter to take a jacket and magnanimously 
declaring, "I like the way it looks on you." She earnestly informs the autograph-
seekers that "We should all take care of our mothers", and, with only slight derision, 
replies, "I have a family too", when someone offers up familial responsibility as an 
excuse for not attending a party. Despite the playful tone of their exchanges, the 
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elder Mrs. Stewart's 22 condescending comments and manipulative monologues are 
distinctly unpleasant. Her voice dripping with sarcasm as she relates an alleged 
interaction with a potential piano teacher for Jenny's sister (shades of Veda), Mrs. 
Stewart blithely prattles, "My daughter Jenny, she's a very successful girl, a wealthy 
woman, if you like ... but that's no reason she should have to pay for her sister's 
education or buy her brother a new car ... " while Jenny, who has doubtless heard this 
particular performance before, leans back on the couch with wry resignation. 
Jenny's mother is somewhat redeemed by their final sequence together, in which it 
is revealed that she has dutifully chronicled her daughter's career in a series of ten 
scrapbooks. She also discovers the glowing review Tye had given Jenny before 
losing his sight during the war. As the review mentions that Graham will be joining 
the service the following day, the suggestion is that she is the last (American) 
woman he ever gazed upon, thus elevating their impending union to the level of 
inescapable destiny. 
The solitary Jenny lives in a high-tech high-rise, outfitted with a multi-room 
hi-fi system and, emphasizing her isolation, three layers of curtains on the bedroom 
windows. The lines she rehearses with her live-in assistant Anna (Maidie Norman) 
are obvious in their parallels to Jenny's own life, and echo the philosophy espoused 
by many a feisty Crawford heroine: "I don't need anything or anybody .. .I'm not 
afraid of being alone. I'll never be lonely." A cut to the skeptical secretary makes it 
22 Played by Marjorie Rambeau, who inexplicably received an Oscar nomination for 
her seven minutes of unremarkable screen time. 
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clear that the bravado of Jenny's character (and thus Jenny) is unconvincing. In a 
sequence that may represent Torch Song's only attempt at underplayed subtlety, 
Jenny, left to her own devices by her church-going assistant, putters aimlessly 
around her bedroom. As she pushes back the curtain for a quick and apparently 
unappetizing peek at what Anna has called a "beautiful day", church chimes (which 
appear to imitate the melody of "Tenderly", the song that Tye had watched Jenny 
sing at that fateful performance) ring out, reminding Jenny of the outside world that 
her ultra-modern penthouse protects her from. She fiddles with the remote control 
console by her bed, idly improvising a rhythm with the buzzing buttons. After an 
electronic announcement alerts her to the wall clock's incorrect time, she first 
adjusts it, then, brow furrowed in thought, attempts to repeat the gesture, this time 
with her eyes closed. Noticing that the second effort was unsuccessful, she then tries 
to light a cigarette and use the telephone, failing to properly complete either task. 
While her attempts, for the first time, to understand and empathize with Tye's 
condition are rather obvious, at least director Charles Walters seeks to show her 
actions as arising organically out of her environment. By depicting the bored Jenny 
first flipping through magazines and playing with her radio, Walters suggests that 
her subsequent realizations about the difficulty ofTye's circumstances are natural 
outgrowths of her prior attempts to amuse herself and pass the time. Emboldened 
by her newly stirred emotions, she dramatically flings open the many-layered 
curtains that had served as insulating armor and allows the morning breeze to blow 
over her bathrobe-clad body. 
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Susan Sontag observes that "the essence of Camp is its love of the unnatural: 
of artifice and exaggeration" (Sontag, p. 96.) , while Richard Dyer, in Heavenly Bodies, 
speaks of camp's "recognition of illusion". Torch Song is overstuffed with sequences 
that unabashedly embrace both excess and fantasy, none more emblematic or 
infamous than Jenny's dress rehearsal performance of"Two-Faced Woman", which 
is slated to be the closing number of her latest show. The setting is a jazz club, 
though there are no actual musicians on-stage. Instead, flat, two-dimensional 
representations of the all-black band have been installed to the right of the staircase 
from which Jenny will soon descend. To her right are a collection of cafe patrons, 
costumed in drab grey clothes that cause them to blend in with the painted 
backdrop, transforming them from individuals into anonymous elements of the 
surrounding decor. Although this crowd is comprised of both men and women, 
there is no real interaction between the two genders. They dance in separate 
groups, and only pair off during the final seconds of the performance. Crawford is 
outfitted in turquoise chiffon, the gaudy, glittering material serving to set her apart 
from the mute-colored minions who cavort stiffly around her. Like all of them, 
Crawford wears tan makeup 23, though her appearance is made even more bizarre 
by the shiny sequins inexplicably affixed to her forehead. 
23 The dark color is ostensibly an attempt to transform Jenny into a woman of the 
tropics, but the result is uncomfortably close to blackface, an effect made all the 
more inappropriate by the visual connection created between Jenny and the dancers 
and the obviously African-American musicians that comprise the facsimile jazz 
group. In her introduction to the clip in That's Entertainment! (1974), Debbie 
Reynolds diplomatically labels the look "tropical makeup". According to author Krin 
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After the conclusion of the number, which is heartily applauded by all in 
attendance, Jenny is informed that Tye has left the production. Simmering with the 
rage of rejection, Jenny rips off her brown wig, revealing a wild shock of orange hair. 
She glares at the departing, oblivious Tye, her ruby red lips pursed in an 
exaggerated pout. The moment is a genuinely startling one, as Crawford's visage, 
splattered with clashing colors and twisted into a mask of fury, assaults the viewer 
and transforms Jenny into a garish gargoyle. The lyrics of"Two-Faced Woman" 
make reference to the character's "dual make-up", so perhaps the ill-advised 
cosmetics are an attempt to literalize this description, but it only serves to raise the 
film's already fevered pitch a few degrees northward. 
This musical number, which Paul Roen, in High Camp, identifies as "the nadir 
of tastelessness" (Roen, p. 191.), could, by the same token, be considered the zenith 
of camp, at least with regard to the description offered above by Sontag. "Two-Faced 
Woman" employs both artifice and exaggeration, the former represented by the 
cardboard musicians, the latter by Jenny's flamboyant, revealing clothing and lurid, 
bizarre makeup. In addition to the ersatz band, there are also several painted cafe 
habitues seated at equally two-dimensional tables in the background, as immobile 
as the men who, puzzlingly, slump over lifelessly as their female counterparts sing 
and dance. Adding an additional layer of artifice, it is not Crawford's voice on the 
Gabbard, after Torch Song, "no films with blacked-up actors appeared again until 
Black Like Me(1964l which took the practice in an entirely different direction." 
(Gabbard, p. 44.) 
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soundtrack, but rather that of India Adams 24. Unlike most ensemble production 
numbers, in which men and women cavort together in choreographed displays of 
affectionate unity, the supporting dancers, as noted above, are strictly divided along 
gender lines, and indeed do not even acknowledge each other when seated at the 
same tables. 
In the sequence immediately preceding "Two-Faced Woman", Jenny hosts an 
all-male party, in which men chatter closely while generally ignoring Jenny. The only 
exception is the inebriated Cliff, who delivers a drunken monologue castigating the 
coldly ambitious and narcissistic actress, first sarcastically praising her as "the 
distilled essence of effectiveness", then, delivering a damning description that could 
also apply to Crawford's own micromanaged persona, sneers, "You take a swatch of 
life, twist it into the shape you want, and then shove it down the throats of the 
weaklings. What's more, they buy tickets to watch you." Having delivered his speech 
and served his purpose, he then vanishes entirely. 
Other than Vienna in johnny Guitar(l954), Jenny, despite her leg-exposing 
outfits, may possibly be Crawford's most masculine role. The character has no 
female friends, and her brief confrontation with Martha, her rival for Tye's affection, 
occurs off-screen. Despite enjoying a convivial connection with Anne, it is clear that 
24 Adams' recording was originally slated for one of Cyd Charisse's performances in 
Vincente Minnelli's Band Wagon, released earlier that year, but the number was 
dropped from the final release. In the continuation of a running in-joke, one of the 
books by Jenny's bedside is The Proud Land. This is the novel written by William 
Powell's character in The Bad and The Beautifu/(1952), another Minnelli film, as well 
as the name of a competing show in Band Wagon . 
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their relationship is strictly that of boss and employee. The female-free soiree at 
Jenny's apartment only reinforces her status as a woman who prefers the company 
of men, though she seems to have little use for them either, as various dancers, 
managers and producers are belittled in turn by the exacting actress. 
The cloying conclusion, in which Jenny and Tye share a chaste embrace while 
cracking jokes about Tye's seeing-eye dog Duchess 25 depicts the two united in 
mutual dependence, hardly a triumphant climax. As always, the self-sufficient, 
thriving Crawford heroine is incomplete- "there's no love in her" opines Martha-
until she is matched up with a man. The fact that the man, in this case, is a blind and 
brittle Brit (hardly a strapping alpha like Gable), insures that the last minute of 
Torch Song is as odd and bewildering as the eighty-nine that preceded it. 
As with costume dramas and screwball comedies, Westerns were a genre 
that Crawford studiously avoided, with one notable exception26: Nicholas Ray's 
torrid, florid psychodramajohnny Guitar (1954), a bold pastiche ofHUAC allegory, 
Freudian repression, and proto-feminist politics that has been, as Pete Hamill wrote 
of Bob Dylan's lyrics, "analyze( d) .. .into dust". During the 1950's, the established 
formula of the Western underwent a substantial rewrite, as internal, psychological 
25 Duchess was also the nickname of Crawford's character in Dancing Lady (1933). 
Jenny rhetorically asks, "Can she cook? Can she sing?", though one is tempted to 
point out that, technically speaking, Crawford's character is also incapable of either-
Anne prepares her meals and India Adams sings her songs. 
26Montana Moon (1930) is primarily a musical comedy, though precious little of 
either is in evidence, the former represented by Crawford's off-key crooning and the 
latter provided courtesy of a Yiddish cowboy and a ukulele player named Froggy. 
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conflicts were brought to the forefront, and the genre found itself imbued with a 
deepened degree of maturity and complexity. Such films as The Gunfighter (1950), 
The Furies (1950) and The Searchers (1956) all depicted damaged, haunted 
protagonists at war with both themselves and the world around them. Vienna, the 
steely saloon-keeper played by Crawford in johnny Guitar, is one such character, 
though she is noticeably less neurotic than either the obsessed rabble-rouser Emma 
Small (Mercedes McCambridge) or former beau Johnny 'Guitar' Logan (Sterling 
Hayden), who unsuccessfully attempts to bury his bloody past by exchanging his six-
shooters for a six-stringer. The film is one of the high points of Crawford's career, 
due in no small part to the guiding hand of director Ray, who surrounded the star 
with a superb supporting cast, including veteran character actors John Carradine27, 
Ward Bond, Royal Dana and Ernest Borgnine, the latter still a year away from his 
Best Actor Oscar for Marty. 
As inA Woman's Faceand Torch Song, Crawford's character is initially 
depicted as a solitary, if successful, businesswoman whose feminine traits have been 
primarily repressed or eliminated completely. Vienna's masculine appearance and 
manner are accentuated from her first moments on-screen, as Tom's admiring 
observation about Johnny, "That's a lot of man you're carrying in those boots ... You 
know, there's something about a tall man, makes people sit up and take notice," is 
27 The death of Carradine's character, Tom, is one of the most moving sequences in 
the film, as, expiring in Vienna's arms, he speaks for unsung or forgotten bit players 
the world over, murmuring, "Everybody's looking at me ... The first time I ever felt 
important ... " 
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matched not to a shot of Hayden but to one of Crawford, standing imperiously on a 
balcony at the top of the stairs.28 Soon after, one of Vienna's employees remarks, 
"Never seen a woman who was more a man. She thinks like one, acts like one, and 
sometimes makes me feel like a nut." Although the short-haired Vienna is frequently 
clad in male attire, outfitted in jeans, fitted shirts, and an ever-changing series of 
brightly colored string ties (even the two dresses she wears desexualize her, as they 
are long-sleeved, conservative, and ankle-length), the film suggests that part of her 
entrepreneurial success has been due to physical relationships cultivated over the 
five year span that marks Johnny's absence, a period in which she has gone from 
barroom customer to owner. "I met her in a saloon five years ago," Logan says, as he 
strides through the spacious quarters of Vienna's. (As in Mildred Pierce, the 
establishment is named after its proprietor.) Now, she owns the saloon, but has had 
to pay a sexual price. Referring to a surveyor who revealed inside information on 
the impending construction of a potentially lucrative train station nearby, Vienna 
admits, "We exchanged confidences". Proudly proclaiming her utilization of physical 
means to acquire financial stability, she shouts at Johnny, 'Tm not ashamed of how I 
zs In many of Ray's films, including Born to Be Bad(1950), In A Lonely Place (1950), 
Rebel Without a Cause (1955) and Bigger Than Life (1956), staircases are depicted 
as crucial centers of activity, elevated places of privilege where characters negotiate 
frequent shifts in power. Julie F. Codell points out in Genre, Gender, Race, and World 
Cinema that Vienna's initial appearance on the second floor of the saloon suggests 
the sex she has had to sell in order to finance her business: "In the Western, women 
'upstairs' in a saloon are typically prostitutes." (Codell, p. 198.) However, as Codell 
goes on to note, Vienna, in keeping with her ability to switch between gender-based 
identifications, announces, " ... all you can buy up these stairs is a bullet in the head," 
a most masculine assertion. 
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got what I have. The important thing is, I've got it." 
One of johnny Guitar's chief concerns is linguistics, specifically how meaning 
and importance in verbal communication are governed not by what is said, but 
rather by who is speaking and in what context. The man who had earlier (and 
mistakenly) accused The Dancing Kid (Scott Brady) of committing a stagecoach 
robbery is urged, "Say it now." Vienna, alluding to Emma's repressed attraction to 
The Kid and declining to give specifics, demurs, "Let Emma say it." Later, Corey 
(Dano ), a member of The Kid's gang and a soft-spoken, sickly type whose status as a 
sensitive soul is cemented by a sequence in which he is shown engrossed in a book 
while on guard duty, dismisses cruel cohort Bart's (Borgnine) suggestion of a 
change in plans by insisting, "Let The Kid do the telling." John Mclvers (Bond), the 
head of the ad-hoc vigilante group attempting to track The Kid and his men, initially 
expresses his reservations and reinforces his authority by proclaiming, 'Til say 
when, and I ain't sayin' it yet." When the mob confronts Vienna at her saloon, 
accusing her of hiding the fourth and final member of The Kid's gang, the youthful, 
weak-willed Turkey (Ben Cooper), Emma, after rattling off reasons for Vienna's 
alleged collaboration with the robbers, triumphantly commands the others, "Now 
ask her." The townsfolk, debating whether or not to hang Vienna and the discovered 
Turkey, refuse to take individual responsibility, instead placing the onus directly 
upon Mclvers by first insisting, "Let Mr. Mclvers say it", and then, after Turkey is 
killed and Vienna finds herself in the noose, their shared ambivalence over the 
hanging of a woman leads one to once again ask, "What do you say, Mr. Mclvers?" 
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Although the mob are, until the final climax, enthusiastic attackers and would-be 
killers, spurred on by the destructive fury of the wrathful Emma 29, they repeatedly 
avoid accountability by conferring clout to the temperamental Mclvers. By depicting 
the townsfolk as bloodthirsty yet deferential, Ray cleverly recasts them as stand-ins 
for the Senate committee who oversaw the Army-McCarthy hearings, with Emma 
and Mclvers combining to fill Joseph McCarthy's role. 30 
Vienna's clothing choices are also key elements of the film, as they serve as 
visual representations of her varying emotional states as well as dictating how she is 
perceived by the vigilante mob.31 In her introductory appearance, Vienna, like the 
men who work for her, is dressed in brown pants and a dark blue shirt. Her 
privileged, and thus suspect, position as a self-sufficient entrepreneur is emphasized 
by the identical outfits worn by each employee of Vienna's, including the 
proprietress. Uniformity and consistency are two ofthe trademarks of successful 
business enterprises, and the matching outfits help convey the stability of her 
operation. The establishment is consequently depicted as a well-organized, efficient 
moneymaking machine, which irks the locals, who view Vienna as a foreign threat to 
29 McCambridge, whose fiery performance as Emma suggests a woman possessed, 
would, appropriately enough, later provide the voice of the demon Pazuzu in The 
Exorcist (1973). 
30 The casting of notorious ultra-conservative Ward Bond, one of McCarthy's 
strongest supporters, was, according to Ray, an intentional nod to the film's real-
world parallels. In a 1973 interview quoted by Corber, the director observes, "it was 
kind of (a) nice inside joke to cast Ward Bond that way." 
31 As Basinger puts it, "Joan Crawford wears the plot and character changes on her 
back." (Basinger, p. 135.) 
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their established way of living. They are also angered by her embrace of the 
potential railroad station, which they worry will lead to an influx of land-stealing 
outsiders. Instructing her employees and confronting the townspeople, she is in 
masculine mode, and her choice of slacks (male) instead of skirt (female) reflects 
her position of power. As Pamela Robertson observes in Guilty Pleasures, "Crawford 
alternates between masculine and feminine attire with ease." (Robertson, p. 111.) 
Vienna's confessional conversation with Johnny, in which, under the initial guise and 
safety of playacting 32, they rekindle their relationship, refutes her previous 
assertion, "When a fire burns itself out, all you have left is ashes". To mark the 
occasion, she has selected a lacey maroon nightgown and dark red cape, the crimson 
colors emphasizing her revitalized ardor. 
After a fade-out kiss signaling the re-consummation of their union, the next 
morning finds the couple embarking on a trip to the bank, where Vienna plans to 
withdraw her savings and close down her saloon in anticipation of the superior 
economic options that will assumedly accompany the impending railroad station. 
Her new ensemble combines the previously established identities of sober 
businesswoman (grey skirt) and passionate lover (red string tie) into one unified 
whole. As if it had been reserved for just such an emergency, Vienna saves her most 
womanly costume, a regal, billowing white gown, for the sequence in which she is to 
32 Their dialogue in this sequence was later referenced by directors Jean-Luc Godard 
and Pedro Almodovar in, respectively, A bout de souffle (1960) and Women on the 
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown (1988), the latter of which could have easily served as 
a substitute title for johnny Guitar. 
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be hung. The spotless white garment, with its connotations of virginal purity and 
innocence, serves as visual evidence of her blamelessness in the robberies, and also 
downplays the threatening sexuality suggested by her red lingerie. The 
townspeople, seeing her dressed in a completely feminine (yet chaste) outfit for the 
first time in the film, are confounded by her change, and each refuse to do the deed, 
one confessing, "I can't. Not a woman." Emma, whose aggressive attitude and 
closely-cropped hair help codify her as masculine, is ultimately the only man for the 
job, though Vienna's life is saved by the sharp-shooting Johnny, who spirits her away 
on horseback. 
As The Dancing Kid and Johnny Guitar square off in the gang's clandestine 
cabin, exchanging barbs and waving guns in a textbook display of macho male 
behavior, Vienna, in response, begins performing her own feminine ritual, 
imperturbably preparing breakfast for the group. Calmly cracking eggs and frying 
bacon, she coolly goes about her domestic duties, as if the two men were merely 
rambunctious boys horsing around in the kitchen while mother cooked their meal. 
She has on Turkey's shirt and pants, but retains her red string tie 33 . By ordering The 
Dancing Kid to fetch her eggs, she emphasizes her authority over him, displaying a 
masculine assertiveness that is reinforced by her male attire. At the same time, she 
clearly expresses an emotional and physical attraction to Johnny, flashing him brief 
but telling looks of love and admiration, behavior that is traditionally depicted as 
33 The ultra-feminine dress of the previous sequence was removed by Johnny after 
being accidentally set on fire, his action, as Corber notes, "rescuing her from a 
potentially deadly femininity." (Corber, p. 125.) 
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feminine. Her womanly desires, first stirred in the sequence in which she wore a 
red negligee, are represented by the identically colored string tie. 
Emma, consistently clad in either frill-free, full-length dresses or black jeans 
and work shirt, does not have Vienna's gender flexibility, and her inability to adapt 
or adjust, as shown by her refusal to acknowledge the economic importance of the 
railroad station, eventually dooms Emma Small (minded) to a death at the end of 
Vienna's gun. This climactic confrontation is atypical for the Western, as it involves a 
duel between two women. As Emma is in many ways a double of Vienna- both are 
aggressive, confident women who control and command a group of men - the 
former must be destroyed. 34 As in The Student of Prague (1913, 1926, 1935) the evil 
doppelganger represents an existential threat to be snuffed out. Mclvers declares, 
"It's their fight, has been all along," and, though the title may belong to Johnny 
Guitar, the film belongs to Vienna. As johnny Guitar has consistently inverted and 
subverted gender expectations throughout, it is only appropriate that its ending 
should show the male townsfolk obediently stepping aside to let the two ladies 
settle their score, like men. 
Although the 1950's marked a period in which Crawford characters were 
increasingly presented as figures of aggressive masculinity, her turn in 1962's 
Whatever Happened to Baby jane? was remarkably subdued and passive, with co-
star Bette Davis assuming the characteristics of the dominant, proactive male.To 
34 Francois Truffaut, in The Films in My Life, dubbed it the "Beauty and the Beast of 
Westerns". 
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what extent the long-simmering feud between the two actresses was and continues 
to be exaggerated by journalists and the frequently obsessive fans of both stars is a 
matter of conjecture, but it can be safely said that the two maintained at best an icy 
air of polite public professionalism towards each other. The theatrically trained 
Davis perceived herself as a serious, educated actress, disdaining what she viewed 
as Crawford's more superficial, appearance-obsessed persona on screen and her 
opportunistically carnal habits off. By the release ofWhatever Happened to Baby 
jane?, the public was familiar enough with their well-documented unfriendly rivalry 
that a large portion of them likely flocked to the theater purely for the potential 
thrill of watching two faded stars with a lengthy and well-documented dislike for 
one another match wits and fists . 
Director Robert Aldrich, who had spent much of the previous decade firing 
off tough, cynical and luridly labeled cheapies like Kiss Me Deadly(1955), The Big 
Knife (1955), and Attack (1956), had shown a surprisingly delicate touch with a 
previous Crawford filmAutumn Leaves (1956). In this now largely forgotten work, 
Crawford, for the first and perhaps final time, seemed to accept her advancing 
middle-age with grace and dignity, playing a lonely spinster who becomes 
enamored with a younger, mentally disturbed man. For Baby jane, Aldrich, like the 
referee in a championship heavyweight fight, would be the one to push the two 
combatants together, watch them punch and parry, and then pull them apart once 
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more. The film, the only one in which both actresses appear 35, was a resounding 
success, grossing $9 million (against an estimated budget of $980,000) and 
receiving five Oscar nominations, including one win for Best Costume Design. 
Former child star and unbalanced shut-in 'Baby' Jane Hudson (Davis) lives 
with her lucid if weak-willed older sister Blanche (Crawford) in the crumbling 
mansion that their father bought for them decades ago. The aging duo's contentious 
and hermetic day-to-day lives are comprised primarily of squabbles both major and 
minor. Blanche, whose far more successful adult acting career had been brought to a 
sudden halt by an auto accident apparently caused by an intoxicated Jane, wants to 
sell the house and possibly transfer her sister, who learns of the plan, to more 
supervised care. Though Davis has the showier and more substantial role, 
Crawfordoffers up a more complicated persona to the audience. She has silently 
suffered untold indignities at the hands of the increasingly unhinged Jane, and yet 
still seeks some semblance of affection and attention from her. Depending on one's 
perspective, Blanche is either a selfless paragon of virtue or a passive sadomasochist 
who secretly, perhaps even unconsciously, enjoys the verbal and physical abuse 
meted out to her by Jane. Although Blanche is slowly starved to death, her sister 
sadistically replacing the main courses with a rat and Blanche's murdered songbird, 
it is a fate that could have been avoided, or at least postponed. Both animals are 
35 Crawford, citing an illness, bowed out of what was to be their second 
horror /suspense collaboration for Aldrich, Hush ... Hush, Sweet Charlotte (1964 ), and 
was replaced by Olivia de Havilland. 
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served on a bed of lettuce and tomatoes, which Blanche, in a gesture that is initially 
understandable, refuses to eat. However, with her condition worsening, and 
apparently untouched vegetables available, along with whatever side dishes 
accompanied the two desecrated meals, her continued rejection of potentially 
lifesaving and assumedly harmless food can only be viewed as stubborn self-
destructiveness. In addition, there are two sequences in which Blanche, confronted 
by unexpected visitors, makes only brief and half-hearted attempts to communicate 
with them. As her neighbor gardens outside, Blanche weakly whispers to her, but 
does so only once and with little effort. When the piano player hired by Jane for her 
planned comeback, the corpulent, conniving Edwin Flagg (Victor Bruno), first 
arrives at their home, Blanche responds in a frustratingly similar fashion, by 
uselessly muttering for his help from within the closed confines of her upstairs 
room. She doesn't even venture into the hallway and call down to the man, or make 
any kind of loud noise to alert him to her presence. (Later, once bedridden, she 
briefly attracts his attention by knocking over her dresser, but the drunken Flagg is 
quickly distracted by Jane.) 
As in Mildred Pierce, Crawford plays a protagonist who, repeatedly 
humiliated by an immediate family member, responds not by taking an active 
defensive position, but rather by stubbornly and, as it turns out, disastrously, 
insisting on rapprochement. Although on one level Blanche's attempt to repair the 
women's relationship is commendable, her sacrificing of her own happiness and 
well-being in order to care for and tend to Jane being the ultimate example of sibling 
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love and loyalty, ultimately her inaction and placation lead only to death and 
destruction. In the film's final twist, Blanche reveals that her crippling injury, which 
viewers were led to believe had been caused by an intoxicated Jane's attempt to run 
her over, was in fact Blanche's own doing,as she had been the one driving the car, 
not Jane. This deathbed confession can be interpreted in two different ways. Either 
Blanche is now telling the truth, and the guilt that has presumably driven or helped 
to drive Jane mad (though Jane never expresses any semblance of remorse) is 
entirely Blanche's fault, or this is simply one final lie, one last attempt at 
appeasement. As the car crash sequence is depicted in a series of anonymous close-
ups and overhead shots, it is impossible to tell who is driving the automobile. Thus, 
Blanche's version of events is far from definitive. Regardless of which interpretation 
one gives to the film's climax, Blanche's comments weaken what is already a 
submissive and docile character. Author Sally Chivers, in The Silvering Screen: Old 
Age and Disability in Cinema, criticizes Blanche's apparent attempt to transfer 
responsibility: " .. .I read the scene as yet another capitulation to victim rhetoric. If 
Blanche makes up the confession in order to obtain food, she continues to play the 
victim role. In this reading, she is her sister's victim (in the car accident), and now 
she further 'victimizes' herself by placing blame on herself thus releasing her sister 
from murderous blame." (Chivers, p. 55.) Although, as noted above, Aldrich's 
direction keeps the true circumstances of the incident unknowable, Blanche's 
consistent passivity throughout the film marks an aggressive action such as 
attempting to kill one's sister by smashing one's car into an iron gate as completely 
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out of character. Mildred acts in much the same manner, seeking to shift the 
'murderous blame' from Veda to Wally. In both cases, Crawford's character lies 
(clearly in Mildred Pierce, possibly in Baby jane) in order to protect an ungrateful 
family member. Even at this relatively late point in the actress' career, she sought to 
portray herself as Saint Joan, the self-sacrificing martyr who bore the brunt of 
numerous familial slings and arrows with staunch nobility. Whether supporting a 
criminal brother (Dance, Fools, Dance), a murderous daughter (Mildred Pierce), an 
abusive husband (Autumn Leaves) or an insane sister (Baby jane), Crawford 
characters, despite substantial damning evidence as to the hopelessness of their 
position, steadfastly and stubbornly insist on preserving family ties. The 
tumultuous nature of Crawford's private life, replete with multiple stormy 
marriages and parasitic family members, was re-enacted with melodramatic 
exaggeration onscreen, and contemporary audiences likely mulled the delicious 
parallels as they watched the films unspool in the dark. 
Emphasizing the critical position outfits and appearance play in conveying a 
woman's identity in domestic dramas, Basinger notes, "(W)hat the woman wears 
and how she looks, as much as what she does, is important to an understanding of 
the woman's film. Fashion counts." (Basinger, p. 116.) In Baby jane, the fashion is 
unfashionable - a plain, featureless dress for Blanche and a series of garish, gaudy 
gowns for Jane. Blanche's tired, wrinkled face is exposed by minimal makeup, 
whereas Jane's frightening visage, distorted by layers of caked cosmetics, resembles 
that of a demonic clown. Their conscientiously individuated looks in the film are 
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inline with their career-spanning approaches to appearance. Whereas Davis had no 
qualms about accepting roles that called for her to be physically unattractive (as in 
The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex and The Old Maid, both from 1939), 
Crawford's departures from chic modernity were limited to performances in which 
she played plain, workaday women, as in Possessed or the opening sequences of 
Paid. She could be unglamorous, but never intentionally ugly. In this way, audience 
identification could be preserved: a Crawford character shorn of makeup and 
expensive clothes was still a woman to be admired and emulated, in behavior if not 
in physical appearance. Her stoic saintliness was enhanced by her somber, subdued 
sartorial choices. The same female audiences who normally took detailed mental 
notes on Crawford's sumptuous outfits in order to buy or mimic them might, 
instead, observe and absorb her gallant self-sacrifices as the elements of her 
persona to imitate. When confronted by an indifferent husband or an unruly child, 
these women could presumably emulate their idol and take comfort in a stiff upper 
lip, as opposed to a soft stylish mink. Of course, the unbendingly altruistic housewife 
is as much an idealized Hollywood creation as the silk-clad factory girl, and 
Crawford was simply trading in one illusion for another. 
As befits a film depicting the lives of two former screen stars, Baby jane is 
awash in reflexive imagery. The house that Jane and Blanche share is filled with 
framed photos of Davis and Crawford in their younger days, and their next-door 
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neighbors, Mrs. Bates (Anna Lee) and her daughter Liza 36, watch Sadie McKee 
(1934) on television. Crawford is also shown watching the film, a sad smile playing 
across her aged face. "Oh, he should have held that shot longer!" she suddenly 
complains, spinning her wheelchair wheels in irritation, as an over-the-shoulder 
shot of Crawford is replaced by one of co-star Edward Arnold. "Still a pretty good 
picture", Blanche allows, her voice softening, as the televised film skips ahead to its 
climax, in which Crawford's character is re-united with co-star Gene Raymond. Sadie 
McKee is an appropriate choice by (presumably) Aldrich, as it is a quintessential 
Crawford vehicle - an ambitious, rebellious young woman of humble origins (Sadie 
is a maid and her mother a cook) rises above her station by moving to New York 
and, after a spell as a nightclub dancer, marrying a rich man. Like many Crawford 
films of the period, Sadie McKee boasts a love triangle, musical numbers, and 
luxurious gowns designed by Adrian. As Corber points out, Crawford's appearance 
in this sequence, which is also her first of the film, depicts her at her most flattering 
and feminine: "Though older, she does not appear significantly different from the 
glamorous star we glimpse on the small screen .. .She wears an elegant ruffled 
dressing gown with a floral print and has a sophisticated hairdo. Indeed, she shows 
few signs of her reclusive life as an invalid." (Corber, p. 146.) It is almost as if, 
confronted by the meticulously groomed physical perfection of her halcyon youth, 
she absorbs Sadie's strength and style, appearing relaxed and happy for possibly the 
36 Played by Davis' daughter, Barbara Merrill, who would, like Crawford's daughter 
Christina, later author a tell-all memoir painting her mother in extremely 
unflattering terms. 
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only moments of the film. Although we catch a brief flash of ego, as she momentarily 
fumes over a director's audacity in daring to cut away from her luminous face, she is 
quickly pacified by the following image, which restores her to the screen in a two-
shot. Despite the narrative confusion created by the cut, as Aldrich compresses the 
broadcast film by combining two different scenes with two different co-stars into 
one sequence, it still serves as an effective introduction to Crawford's character, 
revealing her sweetness and pragmatism as well as the faint remnants of movie-star 
diva-dom that still stir within her. Although the former are repeatedly tested by 
Jane's cruel antics, they never waver, even when confronted by death. 
Perhaps, as mentioned earlier, Blanche allows herself to be starved, tied, and 
beaten because, in facing these trials and tribulations with noble dignity, she is in 
some way reenacting her own film roles, which, by association, are also the ones 
that Crawford herself specialized in: the fiercely independent woman, challenged by 
the direst of circumstances and the worst of people, stoically soldiers on, virtuously 
and valiantly suffering in the inimitable manner that only the women in women's 
films could. Writing on the conclusions of such films, David Shumway asserts that 
they "almost always end with the woman's resignation to the failure of her romantic 
dreams ... The romantic character of these films is expressed most powerfully in the 
sense of tragically missed opportunity." (Shumway, p. 121.) As Jane Wyman sadly 
sighs of an unnecessarily ended relationship in All That Heaven Allows (1956), "It's 
all been so pointless." What Ever Happened to Baby jane?, -which, in its depiction of 
two people deeply, if destructively, dependent on each other, is another love story of 
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sorts - concludes with a similarly sorrowful statement of what might have been. In 
response to Blanche's dying disclosure, Jane can only ask, despairingly and 
uselessly, "You mean, all this time, we could have been friends?" In the woman's 
film, genuine friendship between females is relatively rare, and thus something to be 
treasured. Jane's belated realization of their dashed sisterhood (both literal and 
figurative), is therefore imbued with an extra level of pathos, as, in a film filled with 
men either mercenary (Flagg, producer Marty McDonald, the Hudson's father) or 
oblivious (Dr. Flagg), it is ultimately the women who must either unite, or perish. 
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Conclusion 
The Joan Crawford persona was one equal parts fact and fiction, a 
combination of genuine autobiographical elements and idealized wish fulfillment, 
habitually adjusted to fit evolving audience expectations and the ever-changing 
mores of five decades. The formation and preservation of this mystique, which was 
not limited to the celluloid characters that Crawford played, but rather extended to 
both the public and private lives of the actress, was a distinctly group effort. Dressed 
by Adrian, made up by William Tuttle, and photographed by George Hurrell, 
Crawford was equally beholden to the backstage maneuverings of myriad publicists, 
agents, producers, directors, columnists, and countless other cogs in the well-oiled 
machinery of the MGM and Warner Brothers dream factories. Separating the 
actress from the icon is a difficult, if not impossible task, and ultimately a redundant 
one, as the two were seamlessly fused from almost the beginning. Crawford, highly 
cognizant of the needs and desires of her predominantly female audience, astutely 
realized that they tended to conflate and confuse her on-screen characters with the 
woman herself. The defiant young celluloid flappers who rejected the rigid and 
repressive confines of proper society, insisting on exploring love and sex on their 
own terms, were explicitly linked to Crawford herself, who,from 1929 to 1933, was 
one envied half of what was viewed as a fairytale union, married to Hollywood 
royalty Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. The fact that Crawford's mother-in-law, Mary 
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Pickford, disapproved of the relationship, viewing Crawford as vulgar and lower-
class, was kept out of the press, ensuring that the public perception was one of a 
storybook romance, in keeping with the finest Hollywood productions. 
Although Crawford characters frequently were depicted as stoically self-
sufficient, dismissing inadequate or uncaring suitors and asserting their own sexual 
and financial freedom , the films would typically end with the heroine reunited with 
her first love, who was apparently right for her all along. Even the narratives 
depicting this initial mate as selfish or ineffective (Dance, Fools, Dance, Mildred 
Pierce) followed this formula. As in many ofthe Women's Films, a wayward, 
rebellious heroine is allowed to flout convention for eighty-nine minutes, but must 
return to the established fold for the final fade-out. In this manner, audiences were 
able to enjoy a fleeting, vicarious thrill as they watched strong, confident women tell 
men off and look fabulous while doing so, before the restoration of male-dominated 
order just in time for the closing credits. In addition, these climaxes often end with 
the Crawford character rejecting career and personal autonomy in favor of marriage 
and servitude, as in A Woman's Face and the two films cited above. These mixed 
messages are typical of the Classical era, and may in fact still be found in modern 
romantic comedies, in which a successful female executive is invariably depicted as 
frigid, humorless, and incomplete without the validation that a male partner will 
bring. What separates a Crawford vehicle from its lesser, formula-following 
equivalents and allows at least a slight subversion of the patriarchal paradigm is the 
sheer strength of will and unbendable conviction that her protagonists possess. 
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Although they may appear, at the conclusions, to be ceding power and position to 
their male counterparts, it is difficult to imagine them doing so for long, as, with only 
a wry twist of the mouth or a subversive wink of the eye, they make a mockery of 
the predictable and manipulatable male. 
Many Crawford characters, and especially those discussed in this essay, can 
be considered to be, as the central musical number in Torch Song puts it, "Two-
Faced Wom(e)n". There is a performative side, one presented to competing beaus 
and in-film audiences. These women- Nanon, Sadie, Jenny, Vienna, the post-
housewife Mildred and Ethel- possess bold, broad personalities, with colorful 
wardrobes to match. Communicating via outsized gestures and grand monologues, 
they announce their importance and defiantly dare either viewer or co-star to avert 
their gaze or question their power. On the other hand, these same women secretly 
yearn for love and understanding, even as they warily distance themselves from 
their own vulnerability. For Nanon, this emotional conflict is literalized by her hand 
phobia, which causes her to simultaneously be drawn to Malabar and revolted by 
him. Sadie, Jenny, Mildred and Vienna all cope with their conflicted personalities by 
exaggerating their blustery behavior and submerging themselves in their work. 
Although Sadie and Mildred both eventually renounce their careers in favor 
of domestic bliss, Jenny and presumably Vienna do not, which makes them perhaps 
the most successful of all Crawford protagonists: women who successfully balance 
professional vocations and personal relations, the public and the private. These two 
particular characters, ultimately, are not two-faced women but rather fully faceted 
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ones, dismissing societal insistence on the choice between a man and a job. Although 
all follow the Crawford formula, honed over five decades and eighty-eight theatrical 
films, only a select few are able to break out of the mold, maintaining two equally 
valid identities: both woman and businesswoman, with no need to drop or justify 
the latter's prefix. Despite the compromised lives the conclusions of these films 
imposed on their protagonists, from frolicking flapper to harried housewife, the 
Crawford heroine almost always exited victorious. Her audience demanded nothing 
less, for, on her famously broad and mink-draped shoulders, Joan Crawford carried 
all of their unrequited passions and unrealized dreams. 
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